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Abbreviations
AUC (analytical ultracentrifugation)
CD (circular dichroism)
ePN-Block (extender Protein Nano-building Block)
esPN-Block (extender-stopper Protein Nano-building Block)
DSF (Differential Scanning Fluorimetry)
DTT (dithiothreitol)
FL (Flexible Linker)
FM-AFM (Frequency Modulation Atomic Force Microscopy)
GdnHCl (guanidine hydrochloride)
HL (Helical Linker)
IFT (indirect Fourier transformation)
IMAC (Immobilized Metal ion Affinity Chromatography)
MAD (Multiwavelength Anomalous Dispersion)
MALDI-TOF (Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization-Time of Flight)
MALS (multiangle light scattering)
NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance)
PAGE (Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis)
PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction)
PDB (Protein Data Bank)
PN-Block or PNB (Protein Nano-building Block)
SAXS (Small-Angle X-ray Scattering)
SDS (Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate)
SEC (Size Exclusion Chromatography)
SeMet (Selenomethionine)
sPN-Block (stopper Protein Nano-building Block)
2D (two-dimensional)
3D (three-dimensional)
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Summary
Living organisms are maintained by various self-assembling biomolecules including
proteins, nucleic acids, sugars, and lipids. The chemical reconstitution of living matter
is one of the ultimate goals of chemistry and synthetic biology. Rational design of
artificial biomacromolecules that self-assemble into supramolecular complexes is an
important step toward achieving the goal. Proteins are the most versatile
biomacromolecules performing the complex and functional tasks in the living
organisms. Therefore, design of novel proteins that self-assemble into supramolecular
nanostructures is an important step in the development of synthetic biology and
nanotechnology. However, de novo design of proteins and protein complexes is very
difficult because structures of protein complexes are cooperatively stabilized by the
contribution of many interactions throughout an amino-acid chain making a protein.
The purpose of this thesis is to create various self-assembling supramolecular
nanostructures from protein nanobuilding blocks (PN-Blocks) using a characteristic
dimeric de novo protein as a component of PN-Block.
In chapter 1, I describe the crystal structure of a stable and functional de novo
protein, WA20, used in this study. The WA20 crystal structure is not a monomeric
four-helix bundle originally designed by binary patterning of polar and nonpolar
residues, but a dimeric four-helix bundle. Each monomer comprises two long α-helices
that intertwist with the helices of the other monomer. The two monomers together form
a 3D domain-swapped four-helix bundle dimer. Small-angle X-ray scattering shows that
the molecular weight of WA20 is 25 kDa and the shape is rod-like, indicating that
WA20 forms a dimeric four-helix bundle in solution.
In chapter 2, to harness the unusual intermolecular folding structure of the WA20
for the self-assembly of supramolecular nanostructures, I created a protein nanobuilding
block (PN-Block), called WA20-foldon, by fusing the dimeric structure of WA20 to the
trimeric foldon domain of fibritin from bacteriophage T4 as the first series of
PN-Blocks. The WA20-foldon fusion protein was expressed in the soluble fraction in
Escherichia coli, purified, and shown to form several homooligomeric forms. The stable
oligomeric forms were further purified and characterized by a range of biophysical
techniques. Size exclusion chromatography, multiangle light scattering, analytical
ultracentrifugation, and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analyses indicate that the
small (S form), middle (M form), and large (L form) forms of the WA20-foldon
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oligomers exist as hexamer (6-mer), dodecamer (12-mer), and octadecamer (18-mer),
respectively. These findings suggest that the oligomers in multiples of 6-mer are stably
formed by fusing the interdigitated dimer of WA20 with the trimer of foldon domain.
Pair-distance distribution functions obtained from the Fourier inversion of the SAXS
data suggest that the S and M forms have barrel- and tetrahedron-like shapes,
respectively. These results demonstrate that the de novo WA20-foldon is an effective
building block for the creation of self-assembling artificial nanoarchitectures.
In chapter 3, to construct self-assembling extended chain-like nanostructures, I
designed de novo extender protein nanobuilding blocks (ePN-Blocks) as the second
series of PN-Blocks. The ePN-Blocks were constructed by fusing tandemly two de novo
binary-patterned WA20 proteins with various linkers. The ePN-Block proteins with the
long helical linkers or flexible linkers were expressed well in soluble fractions in
Escherichia coli. The purified ePN-Blocks migrated as ladder bands in native PAGE,
suggesting that the ePN-Blocks form several homooligo-meric states in the soluble
fraction. Then, I reconstructed heteromeric complexes from extender and stopper
PN-Blocks by denaturation and refolding. Size exclusion chromatography-multiangle
light scattering and small-angle X-ray scattering analyses suggest that extender and
stopper PN-Block (esPN-Block) complexes formed different types of extended
chain-like nanostructures depending on their linker types. Moreover, atomic force
microscopy imaging in liquid revealed that the esPN-Block complexes with metal ion
further self-assembled into supramolecular nanostructures on mica surface.
In this thesis, I describe successful design and development of various
self-assembling supramolecular nanostructures constructed from a few types of simple
and basic PN-Blocks using the intermolecular folding structure of the de novo protein as
their component. These results demonstrate that the PN-Block strategy is a powerful
strategy to create various self-assembling supramolecular nanostructures.
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Preface
Various self-assembling biomolecules including proteins, nucleic acids, sugars, and
lipids organize living systems. The chemical reconstitution of living systems is an
ultimate goal of chemistry and synthetic biology. Rational design of self-assembling
artificial biomacromolecules is a key challenge for developments in synthetic biology
and nanobiotechnology.
In recent years, DNA origami has been developed for the design and synthesis of
various

supramolecular

nanostructures.

In

these

applications,

DNA

base

complementarity can be exploited in the rational design of artificial nanostructures with
versatile two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) shapes, such as polyhedra
(Ke, 2014). However, nucleic acids generally comprise the bases A, T, G, and C, and
the ensuing limitations on numbers of combinations and chemical features may confine
the potential to produce molecules with advanced functions. In addition, DNA
nanostructures require thermal annealing in vitro and stabilization of electrostatic
repulsion by addition of metal ions. Because such specific conditions are necessary,
DNA nanostructures are not suitable for reconstruction of living systems under
physiological conditions.
In contrast with DNA, proteins comprise 20 types of amino acids, allowing greater
diversity of chemical properties. Accordingly, the enormous numbers of possible
sequence combinations expand the probabilities to create diverse and advanced
functions. Natural proteins perform various complex tasks in vivo, reflecting the
spontaneous formation of intricate and refined tertiary and quaternary structures with
versatile chemical properties and functionalities. There are four hierarchical levels of
protein structures. The amino acid sequence of a protein’s polypeptide chain is called its
primary structure. The secondary structure can take the local regular form either of
α-helices or of β-strands. In globular form of proteins, elements of α-helices and/or
β-sheets as well as loops are folded into a tertiary structure. Many proteins are formed
by self-assembling the folded chains of more than one polypeptide; this constitutes the
quaternary structure of a protein. The complex and refined quaternary structures create
versatile functionalities of proteins.
The design of de novo proteins is substantially very complicated to explore
enormous amino-acid sequence space because the contribution of many cooperative and
long-range interactions causes a significant gap between the primary structure and the
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tertiary and quaternary structure. De novo protein design and engineering have been
performed with mainly two motivations: (1) recapitulation of natural systems to
ultimately test our understanding of the principles of protein structure and function and
(2) construction of tailor-made proteins as an essential step toward applied
biotechnology. Research on de novo protein design has progressed toward the
construction of novel proteins emanated mainly from three approaches: (1) rational and
computational design (Bradley et al., 2005; Dahiyat and Mayo, 1997; Hecht et al., 2004;
Huang et al., 2016; Kamtekar et al., 1993; Koga et al., 2012; Kuhlman et al., 2003), (2)
combinatorial methods (Keefe and Szostak, 2001),

and (3) semirational approaches,

including elements of both rational design and combinatorial methods (Hecht et al.,
2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993).
The design of self-assembling nanostructures using proteins as building blocks is an
important step to achieve the goal of reconstituted living systems. In recent years, to
design and create artificial self-assembling protein complexes, several biotechnological
strategies using artificial and fusion proteins as nanoscale building blocks have been
developed as described below.
Fusion proteins designed for symmetrical self-assembly.

In natural protein

complexes (Ahnert et al., 2015; Pieters et al., 2016), nanostructures self-assemble into
symmetric polyhedral shapes, such as tetrahedrons, hexahedrons, octahedrons,
dodecahedrons, and icosahedrons. Hence, symmetry provides a powerful tool for
building large regular objects, and by Padilla et al described a foresighted general
strategy for using symmetry to construct protein nanomaterials as “nanohedra” (Padilla
et al., 2001). In this strategy, a protein that naturally forms a self-assembling oligomer is
fused rigidly to another protein that forms another self-assembling oligomer, and the
fusion protein self-assembles with other identical copies of itself into a designed
nanohedral particle or material. The nanohedra strategy allows for construction of a
wide variety of potentially useful protein-based materials. Accordingly, crystal
structures of designed nanoscale protein cages have been solved (Lai et al., 2012a; Lai
et al., 2013), and structures of a designed protein cage that self-assembles into a highly
porous cube was reported (Lai et al., 2014) by Yeates and colleagues. In addition,
Sinclair et al. previously generated protein lattices by fusing proteins with matching
rotational symmetry (Sinclair et al., 2011). These strategies are described in detail in
previous reviews (King and Lai, 2013; Lai et al., 2012b; Yeates et al., 2016).
6

Three-dimensional domain-swapped oligomers.

Three-dimensional (3D)

domain swapping involves exchanging one structural domain of a protein monomer
with that of the identical domain from a second monomer, resulting in an intertwined
oligomer (Bennett et al., 1995). As a pioneering work, Ogihara et al. designed and
constructed artificial domain-swapped proteins that formed dimers and fibrous
oligomers, and they proposed design principles of 3D domain-swapped protein
oligomers for biomaterials (Ogihara et al., 2001). Moreover, Hirota and colleagues
described cytochrome c polymerization following successive domain swapping (Hirota
et al., 2010) and recently reported rational design of heterodimeric proteins using
domain swapping for myoglobin (Lin et al., 2015b) and a nanocage encapsulating a
Zn-SO4 cluster in the internal cavity of a domain-swapped cytochrome cb562 dimer
(Miyamoto et al., 2015).
Self-assembling designed coiled-coil peptide modules.

Alpha-helical coiled

coils are ubiquitous protein–protein interaction domains wherein folding and assembly
of amphipathic α-helices directs of the production of multiple protein assemblies
(Woolfson et al., 2012). Various self-assembling nanostructures, including fibers (Sharp
et al., 2012), cyclized assemblies (Boyle et al., 2012), cages (Fletcher et al., 2013), and
nanotubes (Burgess et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2016) were constructed using designed
coiled-coil peptide modules as building blocks. In addition, Sciore et al. recently
reported a flexible, symmetry-directed approach to assembling protein cages using short,
de novo-designed coiled-coil domains to mediate assembly (Sciore et al., 2016).
Metal-directed self-assembling engineered proteins. Metal ions are frequently
found in natural protein–protein interfaces, where they stabilize quaternary or
supramolecular protein structures, mediate transient protein–protein interactions, and
serve as catalytic centers. Moreover, coordination chemistry of metal ions has been
increasingly used to engineer and control the assembly of functional supramolecular
peptide and protein architectures. In particular, Tezcan and colleagues developed design
strategies of metal-directed protein self-assembly and metal-templated interface
redesign (MeTIR) (Bailey et al., 2016; Salgado et al., 2010; Sontz et al., 2014). Using
these strategies, a building block protein was designed and engineered to form
homodimers bearing interfacial Zn-coordination sites, which enabled Zn-mediated
self-assembly into 1D helical nanotubes and 2D and 3D crystalline arrays (Brodin et al.,
2012). In addition, previous studies describe self-assembly of a Zn-binding protein
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cryptand via templated disulfide bonds (Medina-Morales et al., 2013) and a
copper-inducible ferritin cage assembly by re-engineering of protein interfaces (Huard
et al., 2013). Bai et al. also reported highly ordered self-assembling protein nanorings
from engineered glutathione S-transferase with properly-placed metal-coordination
motifs (Bai et al., 2013). Recently, Tezcan and colleagues expanded strategies that use
metal-coordination by developing designed functional assembly of a metalloprotein
with in vivo β-lactamase activity (Song and Tezcan, 2014), designed helical protein
nanotubes with variable diameters from a single building block (Brodin et al., 2015)
[32], a metal organic framework with spherical protein nodes (rational chemical design
of 3D protein crystals) (Sontz et al., 2015), an allosteric metalloprotein assembly with
strained disulfide bonds (Churchfield et al., 2016), and self-assembly of coherently
dynamic, auxetic, two-dimensional protein crystals (Suzuki et al., 2016).
Computationally designed self-assembling de novo proteins.

Baker and

colleagues recently advanced the Rosetta structure prediction and de novo design
principles of proteins (Koga et al., 2012; Leaver-Fay et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2015a)
and developed a general approach for designing computationally self-assembling
protein nanomaterials with atomic-level accuracy (King et al., 2014; King et al., 2012) .
Their approach involves docking of protein building blocks in a target symmetric
architecture followed by the design of a low-energy protein–protein interface that drives
the symmetry of self-assembly using RosettaDesign calculations (DiMaio et al., 2011).
This method can be applied to various symmetric architectures, including protein arrays
and complexes that extend in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions. These investigators also achieved
computational design of a self-assembling icosahedral nanocage from 60-subunit
trimeric protein building bloc (Hsia et al., 2016) and megadalton-scale icosahedral
protein complexes from two-component 120-subunit proteins (Bale et al., 2016) with
atomic-level accuracy. Moreover, there have been reports on parametric design of
helical bundles with high thermodynamic stability (Huang et al., 2014), ordered
two-dimensional arrays that are mediated by noncovalent protein–protein interfaces
(Gonen et al., 2015), and de novo protein homo-oligomers with modular hydrogen-bond
network-mediated specificity (Boyken et al., 2016). Current efforts to construct de novo
proteins with ideal backbone arrangements have also led to the design of repeated
proteins with idealized units and internal symmetry (Brunette et al., 2015; Doyle et al.,
2015; Huang et al., 2015; Park et al., 2015; Rämisch et al., 2014). In addition, DeGrado
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and colleagues described computational design of virus-like protein assemblies on
carbon nanotube surfaces (Grigoryan et al., 2011), computational design of a protein
crystal (Lanci et al., 2012), and de novo design of a functional transmembrane protein
with a Zn2+-transporting four-helix bundle (Joh et al., 2014). Voet et al. also reported
computationally designed symmetrical β-propeller proteins (Voet et al., 2014) and
biomineralization of a cadmium chloride nanocrystal using a designed symmetrical
protein (Voet et al., 2015). Furthermore, Woolfson and colleagues described
computational design of water-soluble α-helical barrels (Thomson et al., 2014) and
recently installed hydrolytic activity into a de novo α-helical barrel comprising seven
helices with cysteine–histidine–glutamate catalytic triads (Burton et al., 2016). More
studies of de novo protein design are included in recent reviews (Huang et al., 2016;
Woolfson et al., 2015).
Although the above-mentioned nanostructure construction strategies are useful, it is
still a long way to build living systems. In order to reconstruct living systems with
diverse proteins, we need a strategy to generate a lot of protein nanostructures more
efficiently. To strategically design various protein nanostructures, I adopted the idea
derived from mathematics and geometry as a design philosophy. A typical geometric
symmetrical structure forms a regular polyhedron. There are five finite convex regular
polyhedra known as the Platonic solids, i.e., tetrahedron, cube, octahedron,
dodecahedron, and icosahedron. In these Platonic solids, tetrahedron, hexahedron, and
dodecahedron have three frames for one vertex as a common structural feature.
Focusing on this geometrical feature, design of a basic structure with three frames for
one vertex enable to efficiently produce geometric nanostructures.  Therefore, I
designed and constructed this common basic structure using a simple and symmetrical
rod-like structure of a dimeric de novo protein as an edge of the geometric structure.
In this thesis, the purpose is to create various self-assembling supramolecular
nanostructures from protein-nanobuilding blocks (PN-Blocks) using a characteristic
dimeric de novo protein as a component of PN-Block. In chapter 1, I describe the crystal
structure of a stable and functional de novo protein, WA20, used in this study. I present
the novel structure and discuss its unusual feature. In chapter 2, I describe the design
and construction of the WA20-foldon fusion protein as a novel protein nanobuilding
block (PN-Block) and demonstrate its characteristic self-assembling nano-architectures.
In chapter 3, I report the de novo extender protein nanobuilding blocks (ePN-Blocks),
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constructed by fusing tandemly two WA20 proteins with various linkers, as a new series
of PN-Blocks for self-assembling extended and cyclized chain-like nanostructures.
Moreover, I demonstrate reconstruction of quaternary structural heteromeric complexes
from extender and stopper PN-Blocks by denaturation and refolding. These studies
demonstrate that the PN-Block strategy is a powerful strategy to create various
self-assembling supramolecular nanostructures.
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Chapter 1 Domain-Swapped Dimeric Structure of a Stable
and Functional De Novo Four-Helix Bundle Protein, WA20
1.1 Introduction
The field of de novo protein design and engineering is motivated by two
considerations: (i) Recapitulation of natural systems to ultimately test our understanding
of biological systems including protein structure and function, and (ii) construction of
novel, “tailor-made” proteins as an essential step toward future advances in
biotechnology and synthetic biotechnology. Progress toward the construction of novel
proteins emanates mainely from two approaches: rational design (Dahiyat and Mayo,
1997; Kuhlman et al., 2003) and combinatorial methods (Keefe and Szostak, 2001).
Hecht and colleagues have developed a semirational approach that incorporates
elements of both rational design and combinatorial methods to produce focused libraries
of novel proteins (Hecht et al., 2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993). In these libraries, the
hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature of each amino acid side chain is rationally designed
on the basis of the template structure of a globular protein, but the exact identities of
individual polar and nonpolar residues are varied combinatrially. Using this binary code
strategy, several libraries of de novo α-helical or β-sheet proteins have been constructed.
(Bradley et al., 2005; Hecht et al., 2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993; Wei et al., 2003b; West
et al., 1999) For example, the binary patterned design of amphipathic α-helical
sequences places a hydrophobic amino acid every three or four residues in accordance
with its secondary structure periodicity of 3.6 residues/turn, thereby generating the
following pattern: ◯●◯◯●●◯◯●◯◯●●◯, where ◯ and ● represent polar and nonpolar
residues, respectively. (Hecht et al., 2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993) When four such
helices are linked, hydrophobic effect drives them to form a four-helix bundle with
nonpolar residues forming a hydrophobic protein core and polar residues oriented the
aqueous solvent.
Using this approach, three libraries of binary patterned four-helix bundles have been
constructed. The first library encoded 74-residue sequences and produced structures that
were moderately stable but mostly dynamic. (Kamtekar et al., 1993; Roy and Hecht,
2000) A second generation library 102-amino acid residue library was designed to be
well-folded, by increasing the number of hydrophobic core residues, similar to that
observed in naturally occurring four-helix bundles. (Wei et al., 2003b) Of the five
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proteins characterized from this second generation library, four were shown to form
stable well-ordered structures, and two of these structures, S-824 and S-836, were
shown by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to form monomeric four
helix bundles with the hydrophobic residues sequenced in the core and the hydrophilic
residues sequenced exposed on the exterior, as designed (Figure 1-1) (Go et al., 2008;
Wei et al., 2003a).
On the basis of this 102 amino acid template, a high-quality third generation
combinatorial library comprising ~106 de novo four-helix bundles was constructed to
probe functional activity in unevolved amino acid sequence space (Bradley et al., 2005;
Patel et al., 2009) (Figure 1-1 A and Figure 1-2). Recently, it was demonstrated that
proteins from this third generation library of binary patterned four-helix bundles are rich
in rudimentary enzymatic activities in vitro (Patel et al., 2009) and have the ability to
restore cell growth in auxotrophic E. coli in vivo, (Fisher et al., 2011) thereby
establishing the functional potential of an unevolved artificial superfamily of proteins.
During our initial characterization of highly expressed sequences arbitrarily chosen
from this collection of novel functional proteins, WA20 was identified as one of the
most stable structures with a cooperative guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl)
denaturation midpoint value (3.8 M) significantly higher than those determined for
second generation proteins S-824 (3.2M) and S-836 (3.0 M), respectively. (Platt, 2007;
Wang, 2006; Wei et al., 2003b)

(Bradley et al., unpublished). Moreover, WA20 has

rudimentary activities as a peroxidase (with bound heme cofactor), esterase, and lipase.
(Patel et al., 2009) To analyze the structural details of de novo protein WA20, its crystal
structure

was

solved

using

multiwavelength

anomalous

dispersion

(Hendrickson, 1991) Here I describe the novel structure and discuss its feature.
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(MAD).

Figure 1-1. De novo four-helix bundle proteins. (A) Amino acid sequences of binary
patterned four-helix bundle de novo proteins. Top: Design template for second
generation library and the amino acid sequences of S-824 and S-836.7 The cylindrical
shapes above the top represent designed regions of four helices. Bottom: Design
template for third generation library and the amino acid sequences of WA20 (Patel et al.,
2009). The magenta cylindrical shapes below the bottom represent two helices in the
crystal structure of WA20 (chain A). The sequences follow the binary pattern design
with red indicating polar residues and yellow indicating nonpolar residues. Turn
residues are highlighted in blue. In the template (Temp) sequences, , , and 
represent polar, nonpolar, and turn residues, respectively (Figure 1-2). (B) Ribbon
representation of S-824 (PDB: 1P68) (Wei et al., 2003a) and S-836 (PDB: 2JUA) (Go et
al., 2008) structures determined by NMR. The color coding is the same as part A.
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Figure 1-2. Design template of the third generation library for binary-patterned
four helix bundle proteins. This figure is derived from Figure S1 of the reference
(Patel et al., 2009).
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1.2 Materials and methods
Protein Expression and Purification.
WA20 was indentified from a library of genes encoding the de novo proteins, as
described previously (Figure 1-1A) (Bradley et al., 2005; Patel et al., 2009). The WA20
gene was coloned into an isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)-inducible
protein expression vector, pET-3a (Novagen, MERCK, Darmstadt, Germany), with the
T7 promoter and ampicillin resistance. WA20 protein was expressed in E. coli BL21
Star(DE3) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) using 2 L of LB medium at 30˚C. The
selenomethionine (SeMet)-labeled WA20 protein was expressed in the methionine
auxotroph E. coli B834(DE3) strain (Novagen, MERCK) using 2 L of LeMaster
medium (LeMaster and Richards, 1985) with 100 mg of L-SeMet at 30˚C. Expression
was induced with 0.2 mM IPTG (at OD600 = ~0.5), and cells were further cultured for
16 h at 30˚C. The protein was extracted from harvested cells using the freeze–thaw
method (Johnson and Hecht, 1994) in lysis buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0),
300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol). The protein was purified by immobilized metal ion
affinity chromatography with TALON metal affinity resin (Clontech, Takara Bio,
Mountain View, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocols (equilibration/wash
buffer: 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 300 mM NaCl, 10%
glycerol, and 250 mM imidazole). Even without a His-tag, the WA20 protein binds to a
TALON metal affinity resin, presumably because of the relatively high percentage
(12.7%) of histidine residues in its sequence (Table 1-1). WA20 was further purified by
cation exchange chromatography (25 mM MES buffer (pH 6.0) containing 10%
glycerol, with a linear gradient of NaCl from 0 to 1.5 M) with a Poros HS/M column
(Perspective Biosystems) and gel filtration chromatography (25 mM HEPES buffer (pH
7.0) containing 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)) with a
Superdex 75 10/300 GL column (GE healthcare, Little Chalfont, U.K.). the
SeMet-labeled WA20 protein was used for the other experiments,
protein was used for the other experiments.
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the native WA20

Table 1-1. Amino acid composition of the de novo protein WA20.
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Crystallization.
The crystals of the SeMet-labeled WA20 protein were obtained in a drop composed
of 0.5 μL of the protein solution and 0.5 μL of the reservoir solution (0.056 M
sodium phosphate monobasic monohydrate, 1.344 M potasodium phosphate dibasic, pH
8.2) by the sitting drop vapor diffusion method against 50 μL of the reservoir solution
at 4˚C. Rod-like crystals were obtained several weeks (Figure 1-3).

Figure 1-3. WA20 (SeMet) crystals. The crystals were obtained by the sitting drop
vapor diffusion method against the reservoir solution (0.056 M sodium phosphate
monobasic monohydrate, 1.344 M potassium phosphate dibasic, pH 8.2) at 4 ºC.
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Data Collection, Structure Determination, and Refinement.
The X-ray diffraction data were collected at the Photon Factory, BL-5A (KEK,
Tsukuba, Japan). The data collection was carried out at 95 K with a mixture of equal
parts of Paratone-N (Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA) and paraffin oil as a
cryoprotectant. All diffraction data were processed with the program HKL2000
(Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) (Table 1-2).
The program SOLVE (Terwilliger and Berendzen, 1999) was used to locate the
selenium sited and to calculate the phased by the MAD method, and the program
RESOLVE (Terwilliger, 2002) was used for the density modification and partial model
building. The model was build and corrected with the program COOT (Emsley et al.,
2010) and was refined with the program REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 2011;
Murshudov et al., 1997) in the CCP4 suite (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994).
All refinement statics are presented in Table 1. The quality of the model was inspected
by the programs PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993) and MolProbity (Chen et al.,
2010; Davis et al., 2007; Lovell et al., 2003) (Figure 1-4). The atomic coordinates and
the structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank, with the accession
code 3VJF. The graphic figures were created using the program PyMOL (Delano
Scientific LLC).
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Table 1-2. X-ray Data Collection and Refinement Statistics

a

All numbers in parentheses represent last outer shell statistics. bRsym = Σ|Ii − Iavg|/ΣIi, where Ii is

the observed intensity and Iavg is the average intensity. cNumber of selenium sites located using
SOLVE. dFigure of merit after SOLVE phasing. eFigure of merit after RESOLVE density
modification. fRfree is calculated for 5% of randomly selected reflections excluded from
refinement.

g

Average B-factor is average of sum of TLS (Translation, Libration, and

Screw-rotation) and residual B-factors. hThe Ramachandran plot is shown in Figure 1-4
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Figure 1-4. Ramachandran plot of the WA20 structure analyzed by MolProbity
(Chen et al., 2010; Davis et al., 2007; Lovell et al., 2003).
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Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS).
SAXS measurements on WA20 (5.4 mg/mL) were performed to examine the static
structure in solution (25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) containing 100 mM NaCl, 10%
glycerol, and 1 mM DTT). I used a SAXSess camera (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria)
attached to a sealed tube anode X-ray generator was operated at 40 kV and 50 mA. A
Göbel mirrer and a block collimator provide a focused monochromatic X-ray beam of
Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.1542 nm) with a well-defined shape. A thermostatted sample
holder unit (TCS 120, Anton Paar) was used to control the sample temperature. The
two-dimensionl scattering patterns recorded by an imaging-plate (IP) detector (Cyclone,
Perkin-Elmer) were integrated into one-dimensional scattered intensities, I(q), as a
function of the magnitude of the scattering vector q = (4π/λ) sin(θ/2) using SAXSQuant
software (Anton Paar), where θ is the total scattering angle. For all experiments, the
attenuated primary beam at q = 0 was monitored using a semitransparent beam stop. All
the measured intensities were semiautomatically calibrated for transmission by
normalizing a zero-q primary intensity to unity. The background scattering
contributions from capillary and solvent were corrected. The absolute intensity
calibration was made by using water intensity as a secondary standard (Orthaber et al.,
2000).
Assuming the structure factor S(q) = 1 for dilute samples, I(q) is given by Fourier
transformation of the so-called pairdistance distribution function p(r), i.e., the spatial
autocorrelation function of the electron density fluctuations, Δρ(r), as

where r is the distance between two scattering centers chosen inside the molecule.
The indirect Fourier transformation (IFT) technique (Glatter, 1980a; Glatter, 1980b;
Glatter and Kratky, 1982) was used to calculate p(r).
Refolding and Gel Filtration Chromatography.
The WA20 protein was denatured by 6 M guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl) for 2
h at 4 °C in 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) containing 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol,
and 1 mM DTT. For refolding, the denatured WA20 proteins at different concentrations
(2.1, 0.21, and 21 μg/mL) were dialyzed three times for 4 h (×3) against 200× volume
of 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) containing 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 1 mM
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DTT. The refolded WA20 proteins were analyzed by gel filtration chromatography (25
mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) containing 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 1 mM DTT)
on a Superdex 75 10/300 GL column (GE healthcare). Absorbance was monitored at
280 nm. The calibration curve for molecular weight (Mw) estimation was plotted with a
Gel Filtration Calibration kit LMW (GE Healthcare) (Figure 1-5).

Figure 1-5. Calibration curve by gel filtration chromatography on Superdex 75
10/300 GL. The x-axis is molecular weight (Mw) in log scale. The calibration protein
samples are ribonuclease A (13700 Da), chymotrypsinogen A (25000 Da), ovalbumin
(43000 Da), and bovine serum albumin (67000 Da). Kav values for each protein were
calculated using the equation, Kav = (Ve – Vo)/(Vt – Vo), where Ve is elution volume for
the protein, and Vo is column void volume (elution volume of Blue Dextran 2000), and
Vt is total bed volume (24 ml).
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Differential Scanning Fluorimetry (DSF).
A real-time PCR device, MiniOpticon (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), was used to
monitor protein unfolding by the increase in the fluorescence of the fluorophore
SYPRO Orange (Invitrogen) with affinity for hydrophobic parts of the protein, which
are exposed as the protein unfolds (Niesen et al., 2007; Vedadi et al., 2006). WA20
protein (1 mg/mL) samples (20 μL) with SYPRO Orange (5× concentration) in 25 mM
HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) containing 100−1000 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 1 mM DTT
were analyzed in 48-well PCR microplates (Bio-Rad). The relative fluorescence
intensity was plotted as a function of temperature; this generates a sigmoidal curve that
can be described by a two-state transition (Niesen et al., 2007). The inflection point of
the transition curve (Tm) was calculated using the curve fitting function in KaleidaGraph
(Synergy Software, Reading, PA) with the following equation:

where LL and UL are the values of minimum and maximum intensities, respectively,
and a denotes the slope of the curve within Tm (Niesen et al., 2007).

1.3 Results and Discussion
Overall Structure.
The crystal structure of the de novo four helix bundle protein WA20 was solved by
the MAD method, and refined to 2.2 Å. The crystallographic data are summarized in
Table 1-2. The WA20 crystal contains two protein molecules per asymmetric unit. The
final model includes 189 amino acid residues of two WA20 monomers, 55 water
molecules, and one metal ion in the asymmetric unit. The metal ion is probably
potassium, because of the metal−ligand geometry (Harding, 2002). The N-terminal and
C-terminal residues and some loop residues (chain A, 1−2, 102; chain B, 1−4, 49−55,
102) are invisible due to disorder. Surprisingly, the WA20 crystal structure is not a
monomeric four-helix bundle like the de novo proteins S-824 (Wei et al., 2003a) and
S-836 (Go et al., 2008) (Figure 1-1B) but a dimeric four-helix bundle (Figure 1-6). Each
monomer comprises two long α-helices, which span residues 4−50 (α1), 54−100 (α2) in
chain A (Figure 1-1A) and residues 8−47 (α1), 58−100 (α2) in chain B. The helices
intertwine with the helices of the other monomer, and the two monomers together form
a 3D domain-swapped (Bennett et al., 1995; Liu and Eisenberg, 2002) dimer. The four
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α-helices wrap around into a left-handed coiled coil (Mason and Arndt, 2004). The
overall shape of WA20 is cylindrical with a length of 8 nm and a diameter of 3 nm.
Helices α1 (chain A) and α2 (chain B) are roughly parallel. Helices α1 (B) and α2 (A)
are also roughly parallel. In contrast, the angles between helices α1 (A) and α1 (B) and
helices α2 (A) and α2 (B) are about 20°, similar to the angle found in the
“knobs-into-holes” packing of many natural α-helical proteins. (Crick, 1953) Four-helix
bundles, in which some angles are 20° and others are more parallel (or antiparallel),
also occur in nature (e.g., cytochrome b562) (Lederer et al., 1981) and in de novo
proteins (e.g., S-824 and S-836). (Go et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2003a) In more detailed
views, there are differences of architecture between the four-helix bundle de novo
proteins, monomeric S-824 and dimeric WA20. In the monomeric S-824, helices 1
(residues 5−20) and 2 (residues 28−48), and helices 3 (residues 56−72) and 4 (residues
80−99) are roughly antiparallel, and the angle between helices 1 and 4 and between
helices 2 and 3 is 20°. In contrast, in the view of the upper half part of WA20, their
corresponding regions 1 (residues 5−20 in chain B) and 3 (residues 56−72 in chain A),
and regions 2 (residues 28−48 in chain A) and 4 (residues 80−99 in chain B) are
roughly parallel, and the angle between regions 1 and 2 and between regions 3 and 4 is
20°.
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Figure 1-6. Ribbon representation of the crystal structure of WA20 (stereoview).
Chains A and B are shown in red and cyan, respectively.
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The Binary Patterned Structure and the Dimer Interface.
Figure 1-7A shows that the hydrophobic residues of WA20 form core regions in the
four-helix bundle dimeric structure. The head-on views in Figure 1-7B and C indicate
that the side chains in the crystal structure are clearly partitioned with nonpolar residues
(yellow) in the interior and polar residues (red) on the surface, as specified by the binary
code design strategy. In addition, Figure 1-7B shows that four helices are located on the
diamond shape at the end part of the WA20 structure. In the diagonal distance of the
diamond shape, the helices at the loop region are proximal (ca. 1.21.3 nm) and the
helices at the terminal regions are distant (ca. 1.81.9 nm).
The dimer interface is predominantly hydrophobic with several hydrophobic clusters
(Figure 1-8A and Figure 1-9). The major residues, involved in these hydrophobic
interactions, include Val9, Ile12, Leu16, Leu19, Trp23, Leu30, Met33, Met37, Leu40,
Phe41, Phe44, Met48, Met64, Phe67, Val71, Leu75, Phe85, Leu89, Leu92, Phe96, and
Leu99 (Figure 1-8A). I suggest that one reason for the stable structure of WA20 is
because there are roughly twice as many hydrophobic interactions in a dimeric structure
of WA20 relative to a monomeric structure like S-824. The dimer interface is further
stabilized by interchain salt bridges and/or hydrogen bonds between the atoms of
Gln27(A)-Thr81(B),

Glu63(A)-Lys13(B),

Asp72(A,B)-His86-(B,A),

His74(A)-Asn20(B), and Ser79(A)-His83(B) (Figure 1-8B and Figure 1-9). To estimate
the key residues of dimerization, I carefully compared the structure and amino acid
sequence of dimeric WA20 with those of monomeric S-824. Significant differences
occur in the loop regions of residues 2528 and 7780. The regions (GGKD and
GGKH) in S-824 are glycine-rich loops. In contrast, the regions (RHQG and SESD) in
WA20 are located in the middle of α-helices, which are stabilized by intrachain salt
bridges or hydrogen bonds between His26 and Glu78 (Figure 1-8C). These observations
suggest that the His26 and Glu78 residues in the designed loop regions are potential key
residues leading to the formation of the domain-swapped dimer, since the interactions at
loops affect the free energy difference between the monomer and the 3D
domain-swapped multimer (Liu and Eisenberg, 2002).
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Figure 1-7. The binary patterned structure of WA20. (A) The hydrophobic core of
WA20 in the four-helix bundle dimeric structure. Nonpolar side chains are shown as
stick models. The color coding is the same as Figure 1-1A. Polar (red), nonpolar
(yellow), and turn (cyan) residues as the design template. (B) Head-on view (from the
side with disordered loop region in chain B) with the polar (red) and nonpolar (yellow)
side chains shown as stick models. (C) Same as part B but in space-filling
representation.
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Figure 1-8. Close-up view of the dimer interface of WA20 (stereoview). Chains A
and B are shown in red and cyan, respectively. (A) The major clusters of hydrophobic
residues in the dimer interface are shown as stick models. (B) The residues of interchain
salt bridges and hydrogen bonds, as determined by DIMPLOT in LIGPLOT, (Wallace
et al., 1995) are shown as stick models. (C) Potential key residues of intrachain salt
bridges or hydrogen bonds for dimer formation are shown as stick models.
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Figure 1-9. Interactions at dimer interface of WA20, analyzed and depicted by
the program DIMPLOT in LIGPLOT (Wallace et al., 1995).
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Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS).
To examine the solution structure of WA20, SAXS experiments were performed.
Figure 1-10A and B show that X-ray scattering intensities of WA20 and chicken egg
lysozyme as a molecular weight reference (lysozyme Mw = 14.3 kDa). Assuming that
WA20 and lysozyme have identical scattering length densities, no aggregation in
solution, and the structure factor S(q) = 1 for dilute samples, the forward scattering
intensity I(q→0) is proportional to the molecular weight (Mw) at the same concentration
(5.4 mg/mL). The I(q→0) of WA20 and lysozyme are 0.0812 and 0.0459 cm−1,
respectively. The molecular weight of WA20 was estimated to be 25.3 kDa. Since the
molecular weight of WA20 monomer is 12.5 kDa, these data show that WA20 forms a
dimer in solution. To extract intuitive real-space information via a virtually model-free
routine,

the pair-distance distribution function, p(r), of WA20 was obtained using an

indirect Fourier transformation (IFT) technique (Figure 1-10D). The p(r) indicates that
the maximum diameter, Dmax, is 8 nm, which is consistent with the crystal structure.
The observed pronounced peak of p(r) in the low-r regime and extended linear tail in
the high-r regime are significant features of rod-like structure (Sato et al., 2010). The
inflection point located on the higher-r side of the maximum in p(r), highlighted by
broken lines in Figure 1-10D, gives a measure of the cross section diameter, Dc max.
The Dc max value of WA20 is roughly 3 nm, which is also consistent with the crystal
structure. Furthermore, I(q) and p(r) of WA20 resemble those simulated from the
crystal structure of WA20 (Figure 1-10C and D). These SAXS results show that WA20
forms the dimeric four-helix bundle structure in solution.
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Figure 1-10. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analyses. SAXS intensities, I(q),
in (A) log scale and (B) linear scale, of WA20 (5.4 mg/mL) and chicken egg lysozyme
(5.4 mg/mL) in HEPES buffer solution at 25 °C on absolute scale. (C) SAXS intensities,
I(q), of WA20 solution and that simulated from the crystal structure of WA20. (D) The
corresponding pair distance distribution function, p(r), of WA20 obtained as output of
indirect Fourier transformation (IFT) analysis and that simulated from the crystal
structure of WA20.
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Concentration Independence of Dimerization in Refolding.
To examine the concentration dependence of dimerization, I tried refolding of
WA20 at different concentrations, and analyzed the resulting protein by gel filtration
chromatography. WA20 was denatured by 6 M GdnHCl and refolded by dialysis at
different concentrations of protein (2.1 mg/mL, 0.21 mg/mL, and 21 μg/mL). There was
no precipitation during refolding. The circular dichroism (CD) spectra (Figure 1-11)
show that WA20 was denatured completely by 6 M GdnHCl, and the α-helical content
of WA20 was recovered by refolding. Table 1-3 shows the elution volume and
estimated molecular weight by gel filtration chromatography with the calibration curve
(Figure 1-5). The dimer peak of WA20 was clearly detected by gel filtration
chromatography in each tested concentration following refolding, and no monomer peak
was detected (Figure 1-12). These data indicate that, in the range of concentrations
tested, the refolding of WA20 into its dimeric structure is independent of concentration,
thereby suggesting that the dimer form of WA20 is much more stable than the
monomer.
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Figure 1-11. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of WA20. CD spectra of native WA20
(0.22 mg/mL) (black line), WA20 (0.35 mg/mL) denatured by 6 M GdnHCl (blue line),
and WA20 (0.18 mg/mL) refolded at 2.1 mg/mL (red line), were analyzed by J-600 CD
spectrometer (JASCO, Tokyo, Japan).

Table 1-3. Elution Volume and Molecular Weight Estimated by Gel Filtration
Chromatography
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Figure 1-12. Gel filtration chromatograms of WA20 on Superdex 75 10/300 GL.
(A) Native WA20 (2.1 mg/mL). (B) The sample refolded at 2.1 mg/mL WA20. (C) The
sample refolded at 0.21 mg/mL WA20. (D) The sample refolded at 21 μg/mL WA20.
This concentration was nearly detection limit of our chromatography system (AKTA
explorer 10S, GE healthcare).
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Thermal Denaturation.
To examine protein stability, I tested thermal denaturation by differential scanning
fluorimetry (DSF) (Niesen et al., 2007; Vedadi et al., 2006) (Figure 1-13). The
temperature at which a protein unfolds is measured by an increase in the fluorescence of
the SYPRO orange dye with affinity for hydrophobic parts of the protein, which are
exposed as the protein unfolds (Niesen et al., 2007; Vedadi et al., 2006). The melting
temperature (Tm) of WA20 is about 70°C at various salt concentrations (0.1−1 M NaCl)
(Table 1-4), indicating that the high stability of the dimeric structure is independent of
salt. In addition, to test whether the temperature-induced unfolding of WA20 is
reversible, I monitored the fluorescence by DSF again after the first thermal
denaturation and cooling. The fluorescence curve of the second thermal denaturation is
significantly different from that of the first denaturation (Figure 1-14), implying that the
temperature-induced unfolding of WA20 is not reversible in the test condition.

Figure 1-13. Thermal denaturation curves of WA20 by differentialscanning
fluorimetry (DSF) at various salt concentrations (0.1−1 M NaCl) (RFU, Relative
Fluorescence Units).
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Table 3. Melting Temperature (Tm) of WA20 at Various Salt Concentrations,
Analyzed by Differential Scanning Fluorimetry (DSF)

Figure 1-14. Thermal denaturation curves of WA20 by differential scanning
fluorimetry (DSF). WA20 (1 mg/mL) protein samples (20 μL) with SYPRO Orange
(5× concentration) in 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) containing 100 mM NaCl, 10%
glycerol and 1 mM DTT were analyzed in 48-well PCR microplates by MiniOpticon
(Bio-Rad). After the first thermal denaturation (1st, black line) and cooling, I monitored
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again the fluorescence in the second thermal denaturation (2nd, red line). In the case of
another second thermal denaturation curve (2nd+, blue line), I added the SYPRO orange
dye to the sample after the first thermal denaturation and cooling without the SYPRO
orange dye. The thermal denaturation curves of the second thermal denaturation are
significantly different from that of the first thermal denaturation, implying that the
temperature-induced unfolding of WA20 is not reversible in the test condition.
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Putative Primitive Active Site.
It was previously shown that WA20 binds heme, and that this protein/heme complex
has rudimentary peroxidase activity (Patel et al., 2009). As shown previously (Patel et
al., 2009) (and illustrated in Figure 1-15), the heme complex of WA20 produces an
absorbance spectrum with a typical Soret peak at 410 nm. In natural heme proteins,
histidine and methionine are generally used as axial ligand residues for heme (Reedy
and Gibney, 2004). WA20 is relatively rich in these residues, with 26 histidine and 16
methionine residues in the dimer (twice the 102-residue primary sequence, Table 1-1).
From this structure, several pairs of putative candidates for heme-ligand residues
between chains A and B (e.g., His11-Met33, His24-His74, His31-His84, Met48-His101,
His62-His97, His62-His101) are estimated by reference to the distance and geometry
between axial ligand residues in cytochrome b562 (Lederer et al., 1981) and cytochrome
c′ (Finzel et al., 1985). Further studies are necessary to confirm the binding site.
It was also shown previously that WA20 in the absence of heme has low levels of
esterase and lipase activity (Patel et al., 2009). Although substantially less active
(10000-fold) than natural enzymes, this novel protein produces rate enhancements
(kcat/kuncat) that are 400-fold and 500-fold above background for esterase and lipase
activities, respectively (Patel et al., 2009). To find putative substrate binding sites for
hydrolase activities (esterase and lipase), I searched for pocket sites in the WA20
dimeric structure. Two relatively large pockets (volumes: 205 and 174 Å3), comprised
of Leu30, Met33, Asn34, Met37, His74, and Leu75 (in chain A/B) and Leu16, Leu19,
Phe85, Leu89, and Leu92 (in chain B/A) are detected using the programs Pocket-Finder
(Hendlich et al., 1997) (http://www.modelling.leeds.ac.uk/pocketfinder/) and Caver
(Beneš et al., 2010) (http://www.caver.cz/) (Figure 1-16). Similar sized pockets were
also found in the F64A mutant of monomeric protein S-824 (Das et al., 2011). I
hypothesize that these hydrophobic pockets may serve as substrate binding sites. In
natural hydrolases, a carboxyl peptidase family, Eqolisin, hydrolyzes peptide bonds
using Glu and Gln as catalytic residues (Fujinaga et al., 2004). Although putative
catalytic residues are still unclear, I speculate that candidates for primitive catalytic
residues may possibly be Glu38, Glu91, Asn34, Gln35, and Asn95 around the putative
substrate binding pockets, roughly similar to the Eqolisin family. The de novo proteins
including WA20 showed similar KM values to that of natural enzymes, but kcat values of
the de novo proteins were 10000-fold lower than those of natural enzymes (Patel et al.,
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2009). This is consistent with our speculation that the binding pockets exist on the
WA20 structure but the catalytic residues are unevolved and not optimized. I expect that
the four-helix bundle dimeric structure of WA20 with the pockets may serve as a simple
framework for the evolution of de novo enzymes.

Figure 1-15. Absorbance spectra of WA20 with/without heme. The samples were 10
μM WA20 with 10 μM heme (WA20+heme), 10 μM WA20 (WA20), and 10 μM heme
(heme), in 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) containing 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol and
1 mM DTT. The absorbance spectra were analyzed by V-630BIO UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer (JASCO, Tokyo, Japan). The spectrum of WA20 with heme shows a
typical Soret peak (~410 nm) for general heme proteins, indicating that WA20 binds to
heme.
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Figure 1-16. The pocket sites on the surface of WA20 (stereoview). There are two
major pockets (yellow shapes) on the WA20 structure, depicted using the programs
Caver (Beneš et al., 2010) and PyMOL. Chains A and B are shown in red and cyan,
respectively.
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Chapter 2 Self-Assembling Nano-Architectures Created from
a Protein Nano-Building Block Using an Intermolecularly
Folded Dimeric De Novo Protein
2.1 Introduction
Living organisms are maintained by various self-assembling biomolecules including
proteins, nucleic acids, sugars, and lipids. The chemical reconstitution of living matter
is one of the ultimate goals of chemistry and synthetic biology, and rational design of
artificial biomacromolecules that self-assemble into supramolecular complexes is an
important step toward achieving this goal.
In recent years, DNA origami has been developed to design and create various
nanostructures (Endo et al., 2013; Rothemund, 2006; Seeman, 2003). The base
complementarity of DNA can be used to design rationally artificial nanostructures with
versatile two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) shapes, such as polyhedra
(Ke, 2014). However, nucleic acids generally consist of only four types of bases, A, T,
G, and C, and the limited number of combinations and chemical features might restrict
the potential to produce advanced functions.
Proteins consist of 20 types of amino acids, allowing a greater number of chemical
properties. Moreover, the enormous varieties of possible sequence combinations expand
the probabilities to create diverse and advanced functions. In nature, proteins perform
the complex and functional tasks in living organisms because proteins can form intricate
and refined tertiary and quaternary structures with versatile chemical properties and
functionalities. The design of de novo proteins is substantially complicated because of
the contribution of many cooperative and long-range interactions. De novo protein
design and engineering have been performed with mainly two motivations: (1)
recapitulation of natural systems to ultimately test our understanding of the principles of
protein structure and function and (2) construction of tailor-made proteins as an
essential step toward applied biotechnology. Research on de novo protein design has
progressed toward the construction of novel proteins emanated mainly from three
approaches: (1) rational and computational design (Dahiyat and Mayo, 1997; Koga et
al., 2012; Kuhlman et al., 2003), (2) combinatorial methods (Keefe and Szostak, 2001),
and (3) semirational approaches, including elements of both rational design and
combinatorial methods (Hecht et al., 2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993).
As a semirational approach, the binary code strategy has been developed to produce
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focused libraries of de novo proteins designed by the binary patterning of polar and
nonpolar residues, and α-helix or β-sheet de novo proteins have been created (Hecht et
al., 2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993; Wei et al., 2003b; West et al., 1999). From a
third-generation library of de novo 4-helix bundle proteins designed by binary
patterning, a stable and functional de novo protein called WA20 was obtained (Bradley
et al., 2005; Patel et al., 2009). Recently, I described the crystal structure of the de novo
protein WA20, revealing an unusual 3D-domain-swapped dimeric structure with a
intermolecularly folded 4-helix bundle (Arai et al., 2012). (3D domain swapping is a
mechanism of exchanging one structural domain of a protein monomer with that of the
identical domain from a second monomer, resulting in an intertwined oligomer (Bennett
et al., 1995; Bennett, 1994). Each WA20 monomer (“nunchaku”-like structure), which
comprises two long α-helices, intertwines with the helices of another monomer (Figure
2-1A and Figure 2-2). This unusual intertwined topology was first found in the
topology-changed structure of the RopA31P mutant (Glykos et al., 1999), which was
thermodynamically destabilized (Peters et al., 1997). The structure of WA20 is stable
(melting temperature, Tm = 70°C) and forms a simple rod-like shape with 8 nm
length and 3 nm diameter (Arai et al., 2012). The stable, simple, and unusual
intermolecularly folded structure of the de novo protein WA20 raises the possibility of
application to basic framework tools in nanotechnology and synthetic biology.
In recent years, several approaches to design artificial self-assembled protein
complexes have been developed:
• 3D domain-swapped dimers and fibrous oligomers (Ogihara et al., 2001)
• Nanostructures including cages (Lai et al., 2012a; Lai et al., 2013; Padilla et al., 2001),
filaments (Padilla et al., 2001), and lattices (Sinclair et al., 2011) constructed from
fusion proteins designed by symmetric self-assembly
• Self-assembling fibers (Pandya et al., 2000; Papapostolou et al., 2007; Sharp et al.,
2012), nanostructures (Boyle et al., 2012), and cages (Fletcher et al., 2013) constructed
from designed coiled-coil peptide modules
• Metal-directed self-assembling protein complexes (Brodin et al., 2012; Salgado et al.,
2007)
• A single-chain polypeptide tetrahedron assembled from coiled-coil segments (Gradisar
et al., 2013)
• Computationally designed self-assembling protein nanomaterials with atomic level
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accuracy (King et al., 2014; King et al., 2012)
• Other approaches (see refs (Armstrong et al., 2009; Bozic et al., 2013; King and Lai,
2013; Lai et al., 2012b; Radford et al., 2011; Salgado et al., 2010; Woolfson et al.,
2012))
In this chapter, to apply the simple, stable, and characteristic intermolecularly folded
dimeric structure of WA20 to construct supramolecular nanostructures, I designed and
constructed a WA20-foldon a fusion protein of the dimeric de novo protein WA20 (Arai
et al., 2012) and a trimeric foldon domain (Guthe et al., 2004; Tao et al., 1997) of
fibritin from bacteriophage T4 as a simple and versatile nanobuilding block (Figure 2-1).
In the nanoarchitectures, the parts of the WA20 and foldon domains resemble a
rectilinear framework/edge and corner vertex/node, respectively (Figure 2-1C). Here, I
describe the design and construction of the WA20-foldon fusion protein as a novel
protein

nanobuilding

block

(PN-Block)

and

demonstrate

its

characteristic

self-assembling nanoarchitectures.

Figure 2-1. Schematics of construction and assemblies of the WA20-foldon fusion
protein as a PN-Block. (A) Ribbon representation (see also Figure S1, Supporting
Information) and schematics of the intermolecularly folded dimeric WA20 (PDB code
3VJF) (Arai et al., 2012) shown in red, and trimeric foldon domain of T4 phage fibritin
(PDB code 1RFO) (Guthe et al., 2004) shown in blue. (B) Construction of the
WA20-foldon fusion protein as a PN-Block. (C) Schematics of a nanoarchitecture
design by expected self-assemblies of the WA20-foldon. In stable self-assembling
complexes, the WA20-foldon is expected to form highly symmetric oligomers in
multiples of 6-mer because of the combination of the WA20 dimer and foldon trimer.
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Figure

2-2.

Ribbon

representation

of

(A)

the

unusual

intertwined

intermolecularly-folded (domain-swapped) dimeric structure of WA20 (PDB code
3VJF) (Arai et al., 2012) and (B) the trimeric structure of the foldon domain of
fibritin from bacteriophage T4 (PDB code 1RFO) (Guthe et al., 2004). The N- and
C-terminal sites are shown in the structures.
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2.2 Materials and methods
Construction of Expression Plasmid of WA20-Foldon.
The DNA fragment encoding the de novo protein WA20 was prepared from plasmid
pET3a-WA20 (Arai et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2009) by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
using KOD-Plus-Neo DNA polymerase (Toyobo, Osaka, Japan) and primers, T7
promoter primer and WA20RV_HindIII (Table 2-1). The amplified fragment was
digested by NdeI and HindIII and cloned into pET32b(+) (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt,
Germany) between the NdeI and HindIII sites to construct the plasmid pET-WA20, i.e.,
the Trx tag was removed and replaced with WA20. The DNA fragment encoding the
foldon domain (residues 458−483 in T4 phage fibritin) was prepared by annealing and
extension

reactions

with

the

two

synthesized

oligonucleotides

(Foldon_HindIII-NotI_FW and Foldon_XhoI_RV) (Table 2-1). The DNA fragment
encoding the foldon domain digested HindIII and XhoI and cloned into pET-WA20
between the HindIII and XhoI sites to give the expression plasimid pET-WA20-foldon.
The amino acid sequence of the WA20-foldon fusion protein with a His6 tag at the C
terminal is shown in Figure 2-3.
Table 2-1. Oligonucleotide Primer Sequences Used in This Study

Figure 2-3. Amino acid sequence of the WA20-foldon protein with a C-terminal
His6 tag. The regions of WA20 and foldon domains are colored red and blue,
respectively. The WA20-foldon protein consists of 140 amino-acid residues, and the
theoretical average molecular mass of this polypeptide is 16959.82 Da.
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Protein Expression and Purification of WA20-Foldon.
The WA20-foldon protein with a His6 tag was expressed in Escherichia coli BL21
Star (DE3) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) harboring pET-WA20-foldon using LB broth,
Lennox (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan) with 50 μg/mL ampicillin sodium salt at 37 °C.
The expression was induced with 0.2 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside at
OD600 (optical density at 600 nm) = 0.8, and cells were further cultured for 3−4 h at
37 °C. The protein was extracted from the harvested cells by sonication in a lysis buffer
(50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), containing 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol).
The protein was purified by immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC)
with a HisTrap HP column (GE healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) and eluted using a
linear gradient of imidazole (equilibration buffer: 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH
7.4) containing 500 mM NaCl, 200 mM L-ArgHCl, 10% glycerol, and 20 mM
imidazole; elution buffer: 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 500 mM
NaCl, 200 mM L-ArgHCl, 10% glycerol, and 500 mM imidazole). The protein samples
were concentrated with Amicon ultra centrifugal filters (Merck Millipore). Each form of
the WA20-foldon protein was further purified repeatedly by size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) (20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) containing 100 mM NaCl, 200
mM L-ArgHCl, and 10% glycerol) with HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 pg and Superdex
200 Increase 10/300 GL columns (GE healthcare). SEC Multi-Angle Light Scattering
(SEC-MALS). SEC-MALS experiments were performed using a 1260 Infinity HPLC
system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) equipped with a Superdex 200 Increase
10/300 GL column, which was connected in line with a miniDAWN TREOS multiangle
static light-scattering detector (Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA). The data were
collected in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4:1 mM KH2PO4, 3 mM Na2HPO4,
and 155 mM NaCl) at 20 °C and analyzed using ASTRA 6 software (Wyatt
Technology). The dn/dc value (0.185 mL/g) was generally used for proteins, and the
extinction coefficient (0.913 mL mg−1 cm−1) for the WA20-foldon was calculated from
the amino acid sequence (Pace et al., 1995).
Analytical Ultracentrifugation (AUC).
AUC experiments were performed at 20 °C using an analytical ultracentrifuge,
Optima XL-I (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) with a An-50 Ti rotor. For sedimentation
velocity experiments, cells with a standard Epon two channel centerpiece and sapphire
windows were used. The sample (400 μL) and reference buffer (420 μL; 20 mM
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HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) containing 100 mM NaCl, 200 mM L-ArgHCl, and 10%
glycerol) were loaded into the cells. Absorbance scans at 280 nm were collected at 10
min intervals during sedimentation at 50 × 103 rpm. The sedimentation velocity
experiments were performed at protein concentrations of 1.2, 0.6, and 0.3 mg/mL.
Partial specific volume of the protein was calculated from standard tables using the
SEDNTERP program (Laue et al., 1992). The solvent density (1.0472 g/cm3) and
solvent viscosity (1.5639 cP) were determined using DMA 4500 M and AMVn (Anton
Paar, Graz, Austria), respectively. The resulting scans were analyzed using the
continuous distribution (c(s)) analysis module in the SEDFIT program (version 14.7g)
(Schuck, 2000). Sedimentation coefficient increments of 200 were used in the
appropriate range for each sample. The frictional coefficient was allowed to float during
fitting. The weight average sedimentation coefficient was obtained by integrating the
range of sedimentation coefficients in which peaks were present. The values of
sedimentation coefficient were corrected to 20 °C in pure water (s20,w).
Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were carried out in cells with a six-channel
centerpiece and quartz windows at 20 °C. The sample concentrations were 0.6, 0.3, and
0.15 mg/mL. Data were obtained at 4, 9, and 20 × 103 rpm. A total equilibration time of
48 h was used for each speed, with absorbance scans at 280 nm taken every 4 h to
ensure that equilibrium had been reached. Data analysis was performed by global
analysis of data sets obtained at different loading concentrations and rotor speeds using
SEDPHAT program (version 10.58d) (Vistica et al., 2004).
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS).
SAXS measurements were performed on the WA20-foldon oligomers, chicken egg
white lysozyme (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Osaka, Japan), and WA20 (Arai et al.,
2012) in 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) containing 100 mM NaCl, 200 mM L-ArgHCl,
10% glycerol, and 1 mM dithiothreitol at 4 °C (Table 2-2). The SAXS measurements
were performed by SAXSess mc2 (Anton Paar) with a SAXSess camera (Anton Paar)
attached to a sealed-tube anode X-ray generator (GE Inspection Technologies, Huerth,
Germany). The line-shaped and monochromatic X-ray beams of CuKα radiation ( =
0.1542 nm) were provided by a Göbel mirror and a block collimator. Liquid samples
were filled into a temperature-controlled vacuum-tight quartz capillary cell. An imaging
plate detector that recorded the primary beams attenuated by a semitransparent beam
stop and the scattered X-rays was read out by a Cyclone Phosphor System (PerkinElmer,
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Waltham, MA). The 2D scattering patterns were integrated into one-dimensional
scattering intensities, I(q), as a function of the magnitude of the scattering vector, q =
(4π/λ) sin(θ/2), using the SAXSQuant program (Anton Paar), where θ is the total
scattering angle. All I(q) data were normalized to have a uniform primary intensity at q
= 0 for transmission calibration. The background scattering contributions from the
capillary and solvent were corrected. The absolute intensity calibration was performed
by referring to water as a secondary standard (Orthaber et al., 2000).
Generally, the scattering intensity for a colloidal dispersion is given by the product
of the form factor, P(q), and the structure factor, S(q):
I(q) = nP(q)S(q)
where n is the number density of the particle. If interparticle interactions including
the excluded volume effect and electrostatic interaction can be neglected (i.e., S(q) = 1),
the scattering intensity is proportional to the form factor. Our experimental condition
can be regarded as a situation in which the structure factor is almost unity, i.e., I(q) ≈
nP(q), because of a low protein concentration and a high salt concentration of the
solvent. The form factor is given by the Fourier transformation of the pair-distance
distribution function, p(r), which describes the size and shape of the particle:

where Dmax is the maximum intraparticle distance. To obtain p(r) of the proteins and
their self-assemblies using a virtually model-free routine, I used the indirect Fourier
transformation (IFT) technique (Brunner-Popela and Glatter, 1997; Glatter, 1980b;
Glatter and Kratky, 1982). The forward absolute scattering intensity, I(q→0), was
extrapolated from the data. The radius of gyration, Rg, was estimated by the Guinier
approximation (Glatter and Kratky, 1982).
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Table 2-2. Experimental Samples of Proteins for SAXS Measurements

Rigid-Body Modeling of Oligomeric Structures of WA20-Foldon.
The rigid-body models of WA20-foldon oligomeric structures were constructed
using the program COOT (Emsley et al., 2010) based on the crystal structure of WA20
[protein data bank (PDB) code, 3VJF] (Arai et al., 2012) and the solution structure of
the foldon domain (PDB code, 1RFO) (Guthe et al., 2004) with a consideration of their
N- and C-terminal directions and two- and three-fold symmetries. The rigid-body
models were manually and iteratively refined to minimize differences in the p(r) and
I(q) calculated from the models and those obtained from SAXS experiments (Figures
2-4−2-6).
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Figure 2-4. Typical process of the rigid-body modeling of the S form of the
WA20-foldon hexamer. The rigid-body model structures were constructed based on
the crystal structure of WA20 (PDB code 3VJF) (Arai et al., 2012) and the solution
structure of foldon domain (PDB code 1RFO) (Guthe et al., 2004) with a consideration
of their N- and C-terminal directions and 2- and 3-fold symmetries. The rigid-body
models were manually and iteratively refined to minimize differences in the
pair-distance distribution functions p(r) calculated from the models and p(r) obtained
from the SAXS experiment. In the left panels, the domains of the WA20, foldon, and
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His6 tag are shown in red, blue, and light gray, respectively. The right panels show the
pair distance functions, p(r), of the S form of the WA20-foldon as obtained by the
SAXS experiment (black line) and that simulated from the rigid-body model structures
of the S form (red line). (A) The early-stage rigid-body model (model 1) of the S form
of the WA20-foldon without a His6 tag. There is no space in the center where three
domains of WA20 dimers contact each other. (B) The middle-stage rigid-body model
(model 2) of the S form of the WA20-foldon without a His6 tag. The locations of three
domains of WA20 dimers were adjusted to make little space in the central region. (C)
The final-stage rigid-body model (model 3) of the S form of the WA20-foldon with His6
tags. The His6 tags were added to model 2. The model 3 was adopted as the final
rigid-body model structure of the S form (Figure 2-16A).
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Figure 2-5. Typical process of the rigid-body modeling of the M form of the
WA20-foldon dodecamer. The rigid-body model structures were constructed based on
the crystal structure of WA20 (PDB code 3VJF) (Arai et al., 2012) and the solution
structure of foldon domain (PDB code 1RFO) (Guthe et al., 2004) with a consideration
of their N- and C-terminal directions and 2- and 3-fold symmetries. The rigid-body
models were manually and iteratively refined to reduce differences in the pair-distance
distribution functions p(r) calculated from the models and p(r) obtained from the SAXS
experiment. In the left panels, the domains of the WA20, foldon, and His6 tag are shown
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in red, blue, and light gray, respectively. The right panels show the pair distance
functions, p(r), of the M form of the WA20-foldon as obtained by the SAXS experiment
(black line) and that simulated from the rigid-body model structures of the M form (red
line). (A) The early-stage rigid-body model (model 1) of the M form of the
WA20-foldon without a His6 tag. There are large space in the center of the
tetrahedron-like structure. (B) The middle-stage rigid-body model (model 2) of the M
form of the WA20-foldon with His6 tags. The locations and configurations of WA20
domains were changed to make smaller space in the center of the tetrahedron-like
structure. (C) The final-stage rigid-body model (model 3) of the M form of the
WA20-foldon with His6 tags. The locations and configurations of WA20 and foldon
domains were adjusted to fit the p(r) calculated from the model to the p(r) obtained
from the SAXS experiment. The central regions of the helices of the WA20 domains,
which were potentially-designed loop regions (Arai et al., 2012), were curved. The
model 3 was adopted as the final rigid-body model structure of the M form (Figure
2-17A).
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Figure 2-6. (A) Concentration-normalized SAXS intensity, I(q)/c, of the S form of the
WA20-foldon as obtained by the SAXS experiment (black open circle) and that
simulated from the rigid-body model structure (Figure 2-16A: Model 3 in Figure 2-4) of
the S form (red line). (B) The I(q)/c of the M form of the WA20-foldon as obtained by
the SAXS experiment (black open circle) and that simulated from the rigid-body model
structure (Figure 2-17A: Model 3 in Figure 2-5) of the M form (red line).
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Calculation of ab Initio Low-Resolution Shapes of WA20-Foldon.
Low-resolution supramolecular shapes were reconstructed from the SAXS intensity
profiles using an ab initio procedure of the program DAMMIN (Svergun, 1999) in the
ATSAS program package (Petoukhov et al., 2012). Using dummy atom minimization
(DAMMIN), a protein molecule is approximated by densely packed small spheres
(dummy atoms). Because the low-resolution ab initio modeling procedure does not
consider the internal structure, relatively low-angle data (qRg < 7) were used. Simulated
annealing calculations were performed several times to determine a configuration that
fits the SAXS data, starting from the dummy atoms placed at random coordinates within
the search space, a sphere of diameter Dmax, with/without a consideration of two- and/or
three-fold symmetry constraints.

2.3 Results and Discussion
Design

of

WA20-Foldon

as

a

PN-Block

to

Construct

Self-assembling

Nanostructures.
As shown in (Figure 2-1), to construct self-assembling nanostructures, the first
PN-Block, the WA20-foldon, which utilized the unusual intermolecularly folded
dimeric de novo protein WA20 as a framework, was designed by reference to the
“nanohedra” strategy (Lai et al., 2012a; Padilla et al., 2001) using symmetry to design
the nanostructures. The design of a dimer−trimer PN-Block is notably a versatile and
powerful approach as a geometrically based building block to construct several
polyhedra with three edges from one node, such as a tetrahedron, hexahedron, and
dodecahedron. The WA20-foldon fusion protein was constructed as a fundamental
PN-Block by fusing the dimeric de novo protein WA20 and trimeric foldon domain of
T4 phage fibritin (Guthe et al., 2004; Tao et al., 1997) with an alanine-rich short linker
(the amino-acid sequence: KLAAA) (Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-3). The residues in this
linker have relatively high helix-forming propensities (Pace and Scholtz, 1998). The
foldon domain consisting of only 26 residues is suitable for a trimeric connecting
vertex/node part because it promotes stable trimerization by fast folding, (Guthe et al.,
2004) and its application to the construction of engineered bionanotubes was reported
(Yokoi et al., 2010). In the stable self-assembling complexes of the WA20-foldon, it is
expected to form several oligomers in multiples of 6-mer because of the combination of
the WA20 dimer and foldon trimer (Figure 2-1C).
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Self-Assembling Oligomers of WA20-Foldon Produced in E. coli.
The WA20-foldon protein with a His6 tag was expressed in a soluble fraction in E.
coli and purified by IMAC. Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) of the purified fraction shows almost a single band (Figure 2-7A).
However, native PAGE of the same fraction shows several discrete bands (Figure 2-7B),
suggesting that the WA20-foldon forms several homooligomeric states simultaneously
in the soluble fraction in E. coli. The stable WA20-foldon oligomers were further
purified by SEC, and the four discrete bands were separated in native PAGE (Figure
2-7D), but they showed the same single band in SDS-PAGE (Figure 2-7C). The major
discrete bands of the WA20-foldon oligomers were named the small form (S form),
middle form (M form), large form (L form), and huge form (H form) in order from the
lower band in native PAGE (Figure 2-7D). In addition, Figure 2-8 shows that the
quality of the proteins did not change practically in SDS-PAGE and native PAGE after
at least 8 months of storage at 4 °C, suggesting that the WA20-foldon protein is very
stable at the level of not only the polypeptide but also its oligomeric states (i.e., no
observable exchange between the forms).
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Figure 2-7. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of WA20-foldon. (A) SDS-PAGE
(17.5% polyacrylamide gel) and (B) native PAGE (7.5% polyacrylamide gel) of the
WA20-foldon after IMAC purification. (C) SDS-PAGE (17.5% gel) and (D) native
PAGE (7.5% gel) of each form of the WA20-foldon after SEC purification. S: S form;
M: M form; L: L form; H: H form; W: WA20 as a control sample. Proteins were stained
with Coomassie brilliant blue. The protein molecular weight marker (broad) (Takara
Bio, Otsu, Japan) was used for SDS-PAGE.
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Figure 2-8. (A) SDS-PAGE (17.5% gel) and (B) Native PAGE (7.5% gel) of the S
form (S) and M form (M) of the purified WA20-foldon after ~8 months of storage
at 4 ̊C. The WA20 (W) was used as a control sample. The protein molecular weight
marker (broad) (Takara Bio) was used for SDS-PAGE. The proteins were stained with
Coomassie brilliant blue.
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Analyses of Oligomeric States of WA20-Foldon.
To estimate the molecular mass of the WA20-foldon oligomers, I first analyzed each
form of the purified WA20-foldon using SEC. Figure 2-9 shows the chromatograms of
each form of the WA20-foldon. The peaks of the S and M forms are sharp and nearly
symmetrical-shaped single peaks, suggesting that they are almost monodispersed. In
contrast, the peak shapes of the L and H forms are broad, suggesting that they are
polydispersed. Table 2-3 shows the elution volume and estimated molecular mass using
SEC with the standard calibration curve (Figure 2-10). The molecular masses of the
individual forms of the WA20-foldon were estimated to be 84 kDa (S form), 195 kDa
(M form), 284 kDa (L form), and 415 kDa (H form). However, the molecular mass of
the H form might be underestimated because the H form peak overlapped with the
column void volume (8.5 mL, elution volume of Blue Dextran 2000). Because the
molecular mass of a WA20-foldon protomer is 17.0 kDa, oligomeric states of the
individual forms of the WA20-foldon were roughly calculated to be 5-mer (S form),
11-mer (M form), 17-mer (L form), and 24-mer (H form) (Table 2-3). To determine the
absolute molecular mass without reference standard samples, I performed SEC-MALS
(Wyatt, 1993) experiments (Table 2-4; and Figure 2-11). The molecular masses of the
individual forms of the WA20-foldon were determined to be 101 kDa (S form), 199
kDa (M form), 299 kDa (L form), 392 kDa (H1 form: the lower-mass refined
component in the H form), and 543 kDa (H2 form: the higher mass refined component
in the H form), and their oligomeric states were estimated to be 6-mer (S form), 12-mer
(M form), 18-mer (L form), 23-mer (H1 form), and 32-mer (H2 form). These results
suggest that the WA20-foldon forms regularly discrete oligomers in multiples of 6-mer
because of the combination of the WA20 dimer and foldon trimer (Figure 2-1C).
As the third independent method to analyze molecular mass of the WA20-foldon
oligomers, I performed AUC experiments. First, I performed sedimentation velocity
experiments (Figure 2-12). The c(s) distribution of the sample S shows the presence of a
single species corresponding to the S form with a sedimentation coefficient (s20,w) of
5.20 (±0.02) S (Figure 2-12A). The molecular mass was estimated to be 91 (±2) kDa.
The frictional ratio, f/f0, for the S form was calculated to be 1.45 (±0.02). The value of
the frictional ratio represents the degree of deviation, due to hydration, rugosity,
asymmetry, and expansion of the molecule. The S form has a larger frictional ratio of
1.45 than the typical values of 1.05−1.30 for globular proteins (Tanford, 1961),
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implying that it has an atypical shape (e.g., an elongated shape).
The c(s) distribution of the sample M shows the presence of two main species
corresponding to the M and S forms (Figure 2-12B). The large peak has a sedimentation
coefficient (s20,w) of 7.61 (±0.01) S for the M form, and another small peak has that of
5.34 (±0.02) S for the S form. Because the c(s) distribution shape, the sedimentation
coefficient value, and the ratio of the peak height did not significantly change with the
protein concentration, the two species are independent molecules, not in equilibrium
system (i.e., self-association system and/or subunit exchanging system), in the time
scale of the experiments.
The c(s) distribution of the sample L shows that the solution contains various
species in the broad range (Figure 2-12C). The major peak has a sedimentation
coefficient (s20,w) of 9.93 (±0.04) S probably for the L form and another peak has that of
6.49 (±0.02) S. However, these values may possess lower reliability because the peaks
are small and broad. Also, the c(s) distribution of the sample H shows that the solution
contains various species (Figure 2-12D). It is difficult to analyze this because of the
small and broad peaks.
Judging from the results of sedimentation velocity experiments, I further performed
sedimentation equilibrium AUC experiments of the samples S and M to determine
molecular mass of the S and M forms of the WA20-foldon (Figure 2-13). The molecular
mass of the S form was determined to be 96 (±1) kDa from the sedimentation
equilibrium experiments of the sample S (Figure 2-13A). The molecular masses of the
two species in the sample M were determined to be 180 (±8) kDa for the M form and
100 (±5) kDa for the S form from the sedimentation equilibrium experiments using two
species analysis model (Figure 2-13B). From these results, the oligomeric states of the S
and M forms were estimated to be 6-mer and 11-mer, respectively.
In

addition,

the

matrix-assisted

laser

desorption/ionization

time-of-flight

(MALDI-TOF) mass spectrum of the S form of the WA20-foldon cross-linked by
glutaraldehyde shows the mass peak of m/z = 111449 assignable to 6-mer considering
mass increase due to chemical modification (Figure 2-14). However, mass spectra peaks
of the other forms of the WA20-foldon were not observed probably because of the
higher molecular masses of the M, L, and H forms.
Furthermore, Figure 2-15A shows SAXS intensities of a series of the WA20-foldon
oligomers, WA20, and chicken egg lysozyme. Assuming that these proteins have
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practically identical scattering length densities and specific volumes and that the
structure factor S(q) ≈ 1 for dilute samples, the forward scattering intensity normalized
by protein concentration, I(q→0)/c, is proportional to the weight-average molecular
mass (Mw). Lysozyme (Mw = 14.3 kDa) was used as a molecular mass reference
standard. The average molecular masses of the individual forms of the WA20-foldon
were estimated to be 97.1 kDa (S form), 224 kDa (M form), 331 kDa (L form), and 641
kDa (H form), and oligomeric states of the individual forms of the WA20-foldon were
roughly calculated to be 6-mer (S form), 13-mer (M form), 19-mer (L form), and
38-mer (H form) (Table 2-5).
Table 2-6 summarizes the results of molecular mass and oligomeric states of the
WA20-foldon oligomers, determined by the multifaceted experiments. Because the
stable form of the WA20-foldon should form the oligomers in multiples of 6-mer in the
light of the combination of the WA20 dimer and foldon trimer, overall these results
indicate that the individual forms of the WA20-foldon exist as hexamer (6-mer) for the
S form, dodecamer (12-mer) for the M form, octadecamer (18-mer) for the L form, and
a mixture of 24-mer, 30-mer, and perhaps higher oligomers for the H form.
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Figure 2-9. SEC chromatograms of each form of the purified WA20-foldon on
Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL. WA20 was used as a control sample. The elution
volume and molecular mass, estimated by the standard calibration curve (Figure 2-10)
are summarized in Table 2-3.
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Figure 2-10. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) calibration curve for standard
proteins on a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare). The
calibration protein samples are ferritin (440000 Da), aldolase (158000 Da), conalbumin
(75000 Da), ovalbumin (44000 Da), chymotrypsinogen A (25000 Da), and ribonuclease
A (13700 Da) in Gel Filtration Calibration kits LMW and HMW (GE Healthcare). The
x-axis is molecular mass (Mw) in log scale. The partition coefficient Kav values for each
standard protein were calculated using the equation, Kav = (Ve – Vo)/(Vt – Vo), where Ve
is elution volume for the protein, and Vo is column void volume (elution volume of blue
dextran 2000, Vo = 8.5 mL), and Vt is total bed volume (Vt = 24 mL). The calibration
curve was determined by linear least-squares analysis.
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Table 2-3. Elution Volume and Estimated Molecular Mass of WA20-Foldon
Oligomers in SEC Experiments

a

The molecular mass of a WA20-foldon protomer is 17.0 kDa.

Table 2-4. Molecular Mass of WA20-Foldon Oligomers Determined by
SEC-MALS Experiments
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Figure 2-11. Results of SEC-MALS experiments of the WA20-foldon oligomers
with the UV (green) and 90˚ light scattering (red) chromatograms [arbitrary unit].
(A) sample S, (B) sample M, (C) sample L1, (D) sample H1, (E) sample H2, (F) aldolase
(Mw = 158 kDa) as a control sample. Each molecular mass is shown as a black line
across the elution peak. The samples L1, H1, and H2 were further purified by SEC with a
Superose 6 10/300 GL column (GE healthcare) before the SEC-MALS experiments.
The molecular mass of a WA20-foldon protomer is 17.0 kDa. (G) Native PAGE (7.5%
gel) of the WA20-foldon samples for the SECMALS experiments. The proteins were
stained with Coomassie brilliant blue.
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Figure 2-12. Sedimentation coefficient (s20,w) distribution, c(s), of the
WA20-foldon oligomers. The values of sedimentation coefficient were corrected to
20 °C in pure water. (A) sample S, (B) sample M, (C) sample L, (D) sample H. The
sedimentation velocity AUC experiments were performed at protein concentrations of
1.2 mg/mL (black line), 0.6 mg/mL (broken line), and 0.3 mg/mL (dotted line).
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Figure 2-13. Sedimentation equilibrium AUC experiments of the WA20-foldon.
Scans from three different rotor speeds (●: 4000 rpm; ■: 9000 rpm; ▼: 20000 rpm)
monitored at 280 nm. (Protein concentration: 0.3 mg/mL). (A) Sample S: the lines
represent fits to the data of a single species model that yield a calculated protein mass of
96 kDa. (B) Sample M: the lines represent fits to the data of two species model that
yield calculated protein mass of 100 and 180 kDa.
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Figure 2-14. (A) MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of the S form of the WA20-foldon
cross-linked by glutaraldehyde. For the cross-linking reaction, the S-form protein
solution (0.1 mg/mL in 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) containing 100 mM NaCl, and
10% glycerol) was treated with 0.24% (final concentration) glutaraldehyde for 4.5 hours
at 37 ℃. The reaction was terminated by addition of 87 mM (final concentration)
Tris-HCl (pH 8.0). The sample was mixed with an equal volume of 6 M guanidine
hydrochloride and 4% trifluoroacetic acid, and was desalted on a ZipTip C4 (Merck
Millipore). The MALDI-TOF mass spectrum was recorded on an AB SCIEX TOF/TOF
5800 (Applied Biosystems) with sinapinic acid matrix. Because the theoretical
molecular mass of a WA20-foldon protomer is 16959.82 Da, the mass peak of m/z =
111449.4375 is assignable to the WA20-foldon hexamer considering mass increase due
to chemical modification with glutaraldehyde. (B) MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of the
WA20-foldon without cross-linking. The mass peak corresponds to the theoretical
molecular mass of a WA20-foldon protomer.
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Figure 2-15. SAXS analysis of the WA20-foldon. (A) Concentrationnormalized
absolute scattering intensities, I(q)/c, of the WA20-foldon oligomers, lysozyme, and
WA20. (B) Their real-space information, pair-distance distribution functions
normalized by the concentration, p(r)/c, as obtained by IFT.
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Table 2-5. SAXS Analysis Data and Estimated Molecular Mass of WA20-Foldon
Oligomers

aLysozyme

is as a molecular mass reference standard.

Table 2-6. Summary of Molecular Mass and Oligomeric State of WA20-Foldon
Oligomers

a

The molecular mass of a WA20-foldon protomer is 17.0 kDa.
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Shape Analysis of WA20-Foldon from SAXS Data.
To extract intuitive real-space information from the SAXS data, the pair-distance
distribution functions, p(r), reflected by the shapes of the WA20-foldon oligomers were
obtained using the IFT technique (Brunner-Popela and Glatter, 1997; Glatter, 1980b;
Glatter and Kratky, 1982) (Figure 2-15B). The integral of p(r)/c from r = 0 to r = Dmax
is equal to the extrapolated forward absolute scattering intensity normalized by
concentration, I(q→0)/c, and therefore, it is proportional to the weight-average
molecular mass, Mw. The shape of p(r) of the S form is characterized by an extended
tail in the high-r regime, which is approximated by an ellipsoid (Glatter and Kratky,
1982). In contrast, p(r) of the M form shows a comparatively symmetrical bell-like
shape, suggesting a sphere-like structure. The shapes of p(r) of the L and H forms show
a higher similarity to that of the M form than that of the S form. These suggest that the
L and H forms exist in larger sphere-like structures. However, the high-r residual of p(r)
of the L form implies that the L form contains a larger-sized complex as a minor
component because of its polydispersity, as suggested by the SEC experiment (Figure
2-9). Because of further purification by repeated SEC, the S and M forms of the
WA20-foldon can be considered as practically monodispersed particles. Therefore,
further analysis for the S and M forms was performed to obtain more structural insights
from the SAXS data utilizing high-resolution structures of the WA20 and foldon
domains with geometrical and symmetrical restrictions. The rigid-body model structures
of the S form hexamer and the M form dodecamer were iteratively constructed based on
the crystal structure of the dimeric WA20 (PDB code 3VJF) (Arai et al., 2012) and the
NMR structure of the trimeric foldon domain (PDB code 1RFO) (Guthe et al., 2004) to
reproduce the experimental p(r) and I(q) (Figures 2-4−2-6). The models were
constructed with a consideration of linking their C and N terminals with two- and
threefold symmetries (Figures 2-4 and 2-5). The models show the extended barrel-like
structure for the S form (Figure 2-16A) and the distinctive tetrahedron-like structure for
the M form (Figure 2-17A). The p(r) and I(q) simulated from the models of the S and M
forms closely resemble those obtained from the SAXS experiments (Figures 2-16B and
2-17B and Figure 2-6). Moreover, the hydrodynamic properties of the S and M forms
are predicted from the rigid-body model structures using the program HYDROPRO
(Ortega et al., 2011). The predicted radii of gyration (Rg) are 3.9 nm (S form) and 5.0
nm (M form), and the predicted sedimentation coefficients (s20,w) are 5.4 S (S form) and
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7.9 S (M form). These values are highly consistent with the experimental results, 3.9 nm
(S form) and 5.3 nm (M form) of Rg from SAXS and 5.2 S (S form) and 7.6 S (M form)
of s20,w from AUC, supporting our rigid-body models.
Furthermore, the low-resolution shapes of the S and M forms were reconstructed
from the SAXS data using the ab initio modeling program DAMMIN (Svergun, 1999).
The protein models were composed of small beads (dummy atoms). The shapes were
estimated using nonlinear least-squares that fit the experimental SAXS data (Figures
2-16D and 2-17D). I performed calculations several times with and without symmetry
constraints (P2 and/or P3, derived from the dimer and/or trimer domains, respectively),
and a majority of the calculations led to similar results. The typical and major results are
shown in Figures 2-16C and 2-17C. The S form shows an elongated barrel-like shape
(Figure 2-16C). The M form shows a less-elongated, sphere-like shape with four humps,
similar to a tetrahedron, with a consideration of a P23 symmetry constraint (Figure
2-17C).
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Figure 2-16. Three-dimensional model structures of the S form of the
WA20-foldon derived from SAXS analysis. (A) The rigid-body model structure of the
S form hexamer of the WA20-foldon. The domains of the WA20 (PDB code 3VJF)
(Arai et al., 2012), foldon (PDB code 1RFO) (Guthe et al., 2004), and His6 tag are
shown in red, blue, and light gray, respectively. (B) The pair-distance distribution
function, p(r), of the S form of the WA20-foldon as obtained by the SAXS experiment
(black line) and that simulated from the rigid-body model structure (red line). (C) The
dummy atom model shape of the S form of the WA20-foldon reconstructed from the
SAXS data using the ab initio modeling program DAMMIN with a P32 symmetry
constraint (Svergun, 1999). (D) The concentration-normalized SAXS intensity, I(q)/c,
of the S form of the WA20-foldon (black open circle) and that optimized by the
DAMMIN procedure (red line).
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Figure 2-17. Three-dimensional model structures of the M form of the
WA20-foldon derived from SAXS analysis. (A) The rigid-body model structure of the
M form dodecamer of the WA20-foldon. The domains are shown in the same colors as
in Figure 2-16A. (B) The pair-distance distribution function, p(r), of the M form of the
WA20-foldon as obtained by the SAXS experiment (black line) and that simulated from
the rigid-body model structure (red line). (C) The dummy atom model shape of the M
form of the WA20-foldon reconstructed from the SAXS data using the program
DAMMIN with a P23 symmetry constraint. (D) The concentration-normalized SAXS
intensity, I(q)/c, of the M form of the WA20-foldon (black open circle) and that
optimized by the DAMMIN procedure (red line).
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Perspectives of PN-Block Approach.
I demonstrated that the WA20-foldon fusion protein as a PN-Block formed several
types of self-assembling oligomeric nanostructures. The results illustrated the concept
of the “PN-Block approach”: various self-assembling nanostructures are created from a
few types of simple and fundamental PN-Blocks (Figure 2-1). PN-Blocks using the
intermolecularly folded dimeric de novo protein (e.g., WA20) have some advantages:
(1) the simple, stable, and intertwined rod-like structure of the de novo protein makes it
easy to use PN-Blocks to design and construct simple and stable frameworks of
nanoarchitectures, and (2) the PN-Blocks using the de novo protein, based on the simple
binary patterning, have great potential for redesigning functional nanostructures using
our functional binary-patterned de novo protein library (Fisher et al., 2011; Patel et al.,
2009). (“PN” in PN-Block also has a different meaning from the polar and nonpolar
abbreviations used in the binary code strategy for protein design.) Moreover, the
PN-Block approach can be further enhanced by adding cofactors and/or synthetic
ligands such as metal-directed protein self-assemblies (Brodin et al., 2012; Salgado et
al., 2007) and the protein encapsulation in synthetic self-assembled coordination cages
(Fujita et al., 2012) and by using computational methods for protein design such as
Rosetta software suite for macromolecular modeling (Baker, 2014; Leaver-Fay et al.,
2013).
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Chapter 3 Self-Assembling Supramolecular Nanostructures
Created by de Novo Extender Protein Nanobuilding Blocks
3.1 Introduction
Living organisms are maintained by various self-assembling biomolecules including
proteins, nucleic acids, sugars, and lipids. The chemical reconstitution of living matter
is one of the ultimate goals of chemistry and synthetic biology. Rational design of
artificial biomacromolecules that self-assemble into supramolecular complexes is an
important step toward achieving the goal.
Proteins are the most versatile biomacromolecules performing the complex and
functional tasks in the living organisms. Protein functions are essentially determined by
three-dimensional (3D) structures of proteins. There are four hierarchical levels in
protein structures. The amino acid sequence of a protein’s polypeptide chain is called its
primary structure. The secondary structure can take the local regular form either of
α-helices or of β-strands. In globular form of proteins, elements of α-helices and/or
β-sheets as well as loops are folded into a tertiary structure. Furthermore, many proteins
are formed by self-assembling the folded chains of more than one polypeptide; this
constitutes the quaternary structure of a protein. The complex and refined quaternary
structures create versatile functionalities of proteins.
The design of de novo proteins is substantially very complicated to explore
enormous amino-acid sequence space because the contribution of many cooperative and
long-range interactions causes a significant gap between the primary structure and the
tertiary and quaternary structure. Research on de novo protein design has progressed
toward the construction of novel proteins emanated mainly from three approaches: (1)
rational and computational design (Dahiyat and Mayo, 1997; Huang et al., 2016; Koga
et al., 2012; Kuhlman et al., 2003), (2) combinatorial methods (Keefe and Szostak,
2001; Urvoas et al., 2012), and (3) semirational approaches, including elements of both
rational design and combinatorial methods (Hecht et al., 2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993;
Urvoas et al., 2012). As a semirational approach, the binary code strategy has been
developed to produce primary structure libraries for de novo protein tertiary structures
using secondary structure units designed by the binary patterning of polar and non-polar
residues (Hecht et al., 2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993). Alpha-helix and β-sheet de novo
proteins have been successfully created (Hecht et al., 2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993).
From a third-generation library of de novo 4-helix bundle proteins designed by binary
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patterning (Bradley et al., 2005; Patel et al., 2009), several de novo proteins have
actually functions in vitro (Cherny et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2009; Patel and Hecht,
2012) and in vivo (Digianantonio and Hecht, 2016; Fisher et al., 2011; Hoegler and
Hecht, 2016; Smith et al., 2015). Recently, I described the crystal structure of the de
novo protein WA20 (Arai et al., 2012), a stable and functional de novo protein from the
third-generation library (Patel et al., 2009). WA20 has an unusual dimeric structure with
an intermolecularly folded (domain-swapped) 4-helix bundle. Each WA20 monomer
(“nunchaku”-like structure), which comprises two long α-helices, inter-twines with the
helices of another monomer. The structure of WA20 is stable (melting temperature, Tm
= ~70 °C) and forms a simple rod-like shape (Arai et al., 2012). The stable, simple, and
unusual intermolecularly folded structure of the de novo protein WA20 raises the
possibility of application to basic framework tools in nanotechnology and synthetic
biology.
In recent years, several approaches to design artificial self-assembling protein
complexes have been developed: 3D domain-swapped oligomers (Hirota et al., 2010;
Miyamoto et al., 2015; Ogihara et al., 2001); Nanostructures constructed from fusion
proteins designed by symmetric self-assembly (Bai et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2012a; Lai et
al., 2014; Padilla et al., 2001; Sinclair et al., 2011); Self-assembling nanostructures
constructed from designed coiled-coil peptide modules (Boyle et al., 2012; Fletcher et
al., 2013; Pandya et al., 2000; Papapostolou et al., 2007; Sciore et al., 2016; Sharp et al.,
2012); Metal-directed self-assembling protein complexes (Brodin et al., 2012; Salgado
et al., 2007; Sontz et al., 2015); Computationally designed self-assembling protein
nanocages with atomic level accuracy (Bale et al., 2016; Hsia et al., 2016; Huang et al.,
2016; King et al., 2014; King et al., 2012) and computationally designed β-propeller
proteins (Voet et al., 2014); Other approaches (see references (Bozic et al., 2013; King
and Lai, 2013; Lai et al., 2012b; Luo et al., 2016; Radford et al., 2011; Woolfson et al.,
2012; Yeates et al., 2016)).
More recently, I have designed and created a “protein nanobuilding block
(PN-Block)”: an artificial protein that can form supramolecular complexes by
self-assembly as bulding blocks, in nanometer scale. A polyhedral PN-Block, called
WA20-foldon (Kobayashi et al., 2015), was constructed by fusing an intermolecularly
folded dimeric de novo protein WA20 (Arai et al., 2012) and a trimeric foldon domain
of T4 phage fibritin (Guthe et al., 2004). The WA20-foldon formed several distinctive
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types of self-assembling nanoarchitectures in multiples of 6-mer (6-, 12-, 18-, 24-, and
30-mer) because of the combination of dimer and trimer. The basic concept of the
“PN-Block Strategy”: various self-assembling nanostructures are created from a few
types of simple and fundamental PN-Blocks. PN-Blocks using the intermolecularly
folded dimeric de novo protein (e.g., WA20) as a component have some advantages: (1)
the simple, stable, and intertwined rod-like structure of the de novo protein makes it
easy to use PN-Blocks to design and construct simple and stable frameworks of
nano-architectures (Kobayashi et al., 2015), and (2) the PN-Blocks using the de novo
protein, based on the simple binary patterning, have great potential for redesigning
functional protein nanostructures using binary-patterned de novo protein libraries
functionable in vitro (Cherny et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2009; Patel and Hecht, 2012)
and in vivo (Digianantonio and Hecht, 2016; Fisher et al., 2011; Hoegler and Hecht,
2016; Smith et al., 2015). Further designing and creating new types of PN-Blocks and
reconstructing various PN-Blocks are essential steps to developing the PN-Block
strategy.
In this study, I designed and created de novo extender protein nanobuilding blocks
(ePN-Blocks), constructed by fusing tandemly two de novo WA20 proteins with various
linkers (Arai et al., 2001; Arai et al., 2004), as a new series of PN-Blocks to construct
self-assembling extended or cyclized chain nanostructures (Figure 3-1). Moreover, I
successfully reconstructed quaternary structural heteromeric complexes from extender
and stopper PN-Blocks by denaturation and refolding. Furthermore, I demonstrate that
the complexes can further self-assemble into supramolecular nanostructures on mica
surface as a “supra-quaternary structure,” expanding further possibilities of the
PN-block strategy.
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Figure 3-1. Schematics of extender protein nano-building blocks (ePN-blocks). (A)
Construction and assemblies of the ePN-blocks. Ribbon representation and schematics
of the intermolecularly folded dimeric de novo protein WA20 (PDB code 3VJF) (Arai et
al., 2012) are shown in red and blue. Helical and flexible linkers (Arai et al., 2001)

are

shown in yellow rod and black line, respectively. (B) Detailed construct of ePN-Blocks
with helical linkers. (C) Detailed construct of ePN-Blocks with flexible linkers.
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3.2 Materials and methods
Construction of the Expression Plasmids.
The DNA fragment encoding the de novo protein WA20 was prepared from plasmid
pET3a-WA20 (Arai et al., 2012) by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using
KOD-Plus-Neo DNA polymerase (Toyobo, Osaka, Japan) and primers, T7 promoter
primer and WA20RV_HindIII (Table 3-1). The amplified fragment was digested by
NdeI and HindIII and cloned into pET32/EBFP-HL5-EGFP (Arai et al., 2001),
between the NdeI and HindIII sites to construct the plasmid pET-WA20-HL5-GFP (i.e.,
the Trx tag and the EBFP gene was removed and replaced with the WA20 gene).
Another DNA fragment encoding the WA20 was prepared from plasmid pET3a-WA20
by PCR with primers, WA20FW_NotI and WA20RV_XhoI (Table 3-1). The amplified
fragment was digested by NotI and XhoI and cloned into pET-WA20-HL5-EGFP,
between the NotI and XhoI sites to give the expression plasmid pET-WA20-HL5-WA20
for an extender PN-Block (ePN-Block). The DNA fragments encoding the other linker
genes (HL2, HL3, HL4, FL3 and FL4) were prepared by digestion of plasmids
pET32/EBFP-linker-EGFP49

with

HindIII

and

NotI

and

cloned

into

pET-WA20-HL5-WA20 between the HindIII and NotI sites to give the expression
plasmid pET-WA20-HL2-WA20, pET-WA20-HL3-WA20, pET-WA20-HL4-WA20,
pET-WA20-FL3-WA20, and pET-WA20-FL4-WA20. The amino acid sequences of the
ePN-Block proteins (WA20-HL2-WA20, WA20-HL3-WA20, WA20-HL4-WA20,
WA20-HL5-WA20, WA20-FL3-WA20, and WA20-FL4-WA20) are shown in Figure
3-2.
Table 3-1. Oligonucleotide Primer Sequences Used in This Study
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Figure 3-2. Amino acid sequences of protein nanobuilding blocks (PN-Blocks) used
in this study.
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Protein Expression and Purification.
All ePN-Block proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21 Star(DE3) (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) harboring pET-WA20-Linker-WA20 using 2 L of LB broth, Lennox
(Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan) with 50 µg/mL ampicillin sodium salt at 37 °C. The
expression was induced with 0.2 mM β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside at OD600 (optical
density at 600 nm) = ~0.8, and cells were further cultured for 3–4 h at 37 °C. The
protein was extracted from the harvested cells by sonication in a lysis buffer (50 mM
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol). The
protein was purified by immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC) with
TALON metal affinity resin (Clontech, Takara Bio, Mountain View, CA) and according
to the manufacturer’s protocols (equilibration/wash buffer: 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0) containing 300 mM NaCl; elution buffer: 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0) containing 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 250 mM imidazole). Even
without a His-tag, domains of the WA20 proteins ePN-Block proteins can bind to a
TALON metal affinity resin, probably because of the relatively high percentage (12.7%)
of histidine residues in the amino acid sequence of the WA20 domains (Arai et al.,
2012). Protein expression and purification of WA20, the stopper PN-Block (sPN-Block),
were performed as previously described (Arai et al., 2012).
Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electro-phoresis (SDS-PAGE) analysis
was performed according to the standard Laemmli procedure. The stacking gel (4.5%
polyacrylamide gel, 125 mM Tris–HCl (pH6.8), and 0.1% SDS), separatory gel (17.5%
polyacrylamide gel, 125 mM Tris–HCl (pH8.8), and 0.1% SDS), and the running buffer
(25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, and 0.1% SDS) were used. The running buffer was. For
native PAGE analysis the stacking gel, separatory gel (5% or 7.5% polyacryla-mide gel),
and the running buffer were prepared in the same way as the SDS-PAGE, except that no
SDS was used. Proteins in the gels were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue.
Denaturation, Refolding, and Further Purificarion of PN-Block Proteins.
The ePN-Block (HL4 or FL4) protein mixed with the stopper PN-Block
(sPN-Block) protein (WA20) was denatured by 6 M guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl)
for 3 h at 25 °C in 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) containing 100 mM NaCl, 10%
glycerol. For refolding, the denatured proteins were dialyzed for ~4 h three times
against 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) containing 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 200
mM L-arginine hydrochloride (ArgHCl) using BioTech oscillatory microdialysis system
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(BM Equipment, Tokyo, Japan). The concentrated samples of the refolded extender and
stopper PN-Block complexes (esPN-Blocks) of ePN-Block and sPN-Block were
concentrated by Amicon Ultra centrifugal filters (Merck Millipore) and were separated
and purified by gel filtration chromatography (20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5)
containing, 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 200 mM ArgHCl) on a Superdex 200
increase 10/300 GL column (GE healthcare, Little Chalfont Buckinghamshire, UK). All
ePN-Block proteins were further purified by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (20
mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) containing 100 mM NaCl, 200 mM ArgHCl, and 10%
glycerol) with a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL columns (GE healthcare).
SEC Multi-Angle Light Scattering (SEC-MALS).
SEC-MALS experiments were performed using a 1260 Infinity HPLC system
Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) equipped with a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300
GL column, which was connected in line with a miniDAWN TREOS multiangle static
light-scattering detector (Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA). The data were
collected in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, (pH 7.4): 1 mM KH2PO4, 3 mM Na2HPO4,
and 155 mM NaCl) at 20 °C and analyzed using ASTRA 6 software (Wyatt
Technology). The dn/dc value (0.185 mL/g) was generally used for proteins, and the
extinction coefficients (0.507 mL mg-1 cm-1 and 0.519 mL mg-1 cm

-1

for the

esPN-Block (HL4) and esPN-Block (FL4), respectively) were calculated from the
amino acid sequences.
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS).
SAXS measurements were performed on the several fractions of esPN-Block (HL4)
complex and esPN-Block (FL4) complex separated by SEC, chicken egg white
lysozyme (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Osaka, Japan), and WA20 (Arai et al.,
2012) in HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) containing 100 mM NaCl, 200 mM ArgHCl, 10%
glycerol at 20°C (Table 3-2). The measurements were performed using synchrotron
radiation

(λ = 0.1488 nm) with an instrument for SAXS installed at the BL-10C

beamline (Igarashi et al., 2011) of Photon Factory (KEK, Tsukuba, Japan) using
PILATUS3 2M detector (Dectris, Baden, Switzerland).
Generally, the scattering intensity for a colloidal dispersion is given by the product
of the form factor, P(q), and structure factor, S(q),
I(q) = n P(q) S(q),
where n is the number density of the particle. If interparticle interactions such as the
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excluded volume effect and electrostatic interaction can be neglected (i.e., S(q) = 1), the
scattering intensity is proportional to the form factor. Our experimental condition can be
regarded as a situation in which the structure factor is almost unity, i.e., I(q) ≈ n P(q),
because of a low protein concentration and high salt concentration of the solvent. The
form factor is given by the Fourier transformation of the pair-distance distribution
function, p(r), which describes the size and shape of the particle,

where Dmax is the maximum intraparticle distance. To obtain p(r) of the particle using
a virtually model-free routine, the indirect Fourier transformation (IFT) technique was
used (Brunner-Popela and Glatter, 1997; Glatter, 1980b; Glatter and Kratky, 1982). The
forward absolute scattering intensity, I(q→0), was extrapolated from the data. The
radius of gyration, Rg, was estimated by the Guinier approximation (Glatter and Kratky,
1982).
Assuming that these proteins have practically identical scattering length densities
and specific volumes and that the structure factor S(q) ≈ 1 for dilute samples, the
forward-scattering intensity normalized by protein concentration, I(q→0)/c, is
proportional to the weight-average molecular mass (Mw). Lysozyme (Mw = 14.3 kDa)
was used as a molecular mass reference standard.
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Table 3-2. Experimental Samples and Protein Concentration for SAXS Meas
urements
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Rigid-Body Modeling.
The rigid-body models of esPN-Block oligomeric structures were constructed using
the program COOT (Emsley et al., 2010) based on the crystal structure of the de novo
protein WA20 dimer (protein data bank (PDB) code, 3VJF) (Arai et al., 2012) with a
consideration of their N- and C-terminal directions and 2-fold symmetries. The
rigid-body models were manually and iteratively refined to minimize differences in the
p(r) calculated from the models and those obtained from SAXS experiments.
Atomic Force Microscopy Imaging.
Solution of The esPN-Block complex samples were diluted with PBS buffer to a
concentration of ~10 µg /mL.

5 mM NiCl2 solution was deposited onto a freshly

cleaved mica surface (φ12 mm). Five minutes later, the surface was gently rinsed 10
times with super pure water and dried out by blowing with nitrogen gas. The
esPN-Block complex samples were diluted with PBS buffer to a concentration of ~10
µg/mL.

For frequency modulation atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM) imaging, the

esPN-Block complex sample solution (100 μL) was deposited onto the nickel
ion-coated mica surface. The sample was incubated at room temperature (25°C) for 5
min for self-assembling nanostructures of esPN-Block(HL4) or esPN-Block(FL4)
complex on mica surface, and rinsed with PBS buffer.

AFM measurements was

performed using an in-house-built, ultralow-noise FM atomic force microscope
(Fukuma et al., 2005) combined with a commercially available AFM controller
(Nanonis RC-4, SPECS Zurich GmbH, Zurich, Switzerland). All AFM experiments
were performed at room temperature (25°C) in PBS buffer solution. A commercially
available silicon cantilever (PPP-NCH; Nanoworld, Headquarters, Switzerland) with a
nominal spring constant of 42 Nm-1 and a resonance frequency of 150 kHz in liquid was
used. A phase-locked loop circuit (Nanonis OC-4; SPECS) was used to detect the
frequency shift and oscillate the cantilever at its resonance frequency with a constant
amplitude.

3.3 Results and Discussion
Design of de Novo Extender PN-Blocks with Various Linkers to Construct
Self-Assembling Chain-like Nanostructures.
As shown (Figure 3-1A), to construct self-assembling chain-like extended
nanostructures, I designed and constructed de novo extender protein nanobuilding
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blocks (ePN-Blocks), fusion proteins of tandem de novo WA20 proteins with various
linkers which have different types and length. The linkers between two WA20 domains
adopted a helical linker (HL), (EAAAK)n (n=2–5) (Figure 3-11B) or a flexible linker
(FL), (GGGGS)n (n=3, 4) (Figure 3-1C). The helical linkers derived from stably
helix-forming de novo designed peptides (Marqusee and Baldwin, 1987) are able to
separate two domains and control the distance between two domains (Arai et al., 2001;
Arai et al., 2004). Since WA20 forms stably an intermolecularly folded dimeric
structure (Arai et al., 2012), the ePN-Blocks are expected to self-assemble into cyclized
or extended chain-like oligomers (Figure 3-1). The ePN-Blocks with different type and
length linkers can affect nanostructures of the complexes.
In addition, it is noteworthy that the second series of the PN-Blocks are fully “de
novo” proteins, which have no sequences derived from any natural proteins. The de
novo ePN-Block proteins are designed by tandemly linking two de novo WA20 proteins
(Arai et al., 2012) created by the binary code strategy (Hecht et al., 2004; Kamtekar et
al., 1993), with the artificial peptide linker sequences (Arai et al., 2001).
Self-Assembling Oligomers of ePN-Blocks produced in E. coli.
The ePN-Block proteins with various linkers were expressed in E. coli. The cells
were disrupted by sonication, and soluble and insoluble fractions were prepared by
centrifugation.

Figure 3-3A shows SDS-PAGE analysis of the fractions. The

ePN-Block proteins with the long helical linkers (HL4, HL5) and flexible linkers (FL3,
FL4) were expressed mainly in soluble fractions in E. coli. However, the ePN-Block
proteins with the short helical linkers (HL2, HL3) were expressed mainly in insoluble
fractions. The ePN-Block proteins were purified from the soluble fractions by IMAC.
SDS-PAGE of the purified samples shows almost a single band (Figure 3-3B). However,
native PAGE of the same samples shows the ePN-Block proteins with the long helical
linkers (HL4, HL5) and the flexible linkers (FL3, FL4) were migrated as ladder bands
in native PAGE. In contrast, the ePN-Blocks with the short helical linkers (HL2, HL3)
were migrated as a few bands (Figure 3-3C).

These results suggest that the

ePN-Blocks with the long helical linkers (HL4 and HL5) and the flexible linkers (FL3
and FL4) stably formed several homooligomeric states in the soluble fraction in E. coli.
In contrast, the PN-Blocks with short helical linkers (HL2 and HL3) mainly precipitated
in the insoluble fraction and formed only a few limited oligomeric states in the soluble
fraction, possibly due to characteristics of the short and rigid linkers (HL2 and HL3).
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Thereafter, I performed further experiments using soluble samples, especially
ePN-Blocks with HL4 and FL4 for comparison between typical helical and flexible
linkers at the same length, because insoluble samples have difficulty in general analysis
techniques for protein solution.
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Figure 3-3. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) of extender PN-Blocks
(ePN-Blocks) with various linkers. (A) SDS-PAGE (17.5% polyacrylamide gel) of
ePN-Blocks expressed in E. coli. S: supernatant (soluble fraction); P: pellet (insoluble
fraction); +: addition of 0.2 mM IPTG; -: no addition of IPTG. (B) SDS-PAGE (17.5%
polyacrylamide gel) and (C) native PAGE (5.0% polyacrylamide gel) of the
ePN-Blocks after IMAC purification. s: stopper PN-Block (WA20). Proteins were
stained with Coomassie brilliant blue. The protein molecular weight marker (broad)
(Takara Bio, Otsu, Japan) was used for SDS-PAGE.
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Reconstruction of Extender and Stopper PN-Blocks by Denaturation and
Refolding.
To expand possibilities of the PN-Block strategy, I reconstructed multi-component
PN-Block complexes from extender PN-Block (ePN-Block) and stopper PN-Block
(sPN-Block, i.e., WA20) proteins, by denaturation and refolding (Figure 3-4). Figure
3-4A shows native PAGE analysis of reconstruction of the ePN-Block (HL4) and
sPN-Block (WA20) proteins. Before denaturation, band patterns of the ePN-Block
(HL4) in a mixture with the sPN-Block did not change. After denaturation and refolding,
new-pattern bands and diminished bands appeared with increasing the sPN-Block (the
black and gray arrowheads, respectively, in Figure 3-4A), indicating that the ePN-Block
(HL4) and sPN-Block formed several heteromeric complexes (esPN-Block complexes).
Figure 3-4B shows reconstruction of ePN-Block (FL4) and sPN-Block proteins. After
denaturation and refolding, a stronger band and weaker bands were seen with increasing
the sPN-Block (the black and gray arrowheads, respectively, in Figure 3-4B),
suggesting that the ePN-Block (FL4) and sPN-Block proteins formed heteromeric
esPN-Block complexes. These results suggest that several esPN-Block complexes of
extended chain-like heterooligomers were reconstructed from ePN-Blocks and
sPN-Blocks by denaturation and refolding (Figure 3-4C).
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Figure 3-4. Reconstruction of heterooligomeric complexes from multicomponent
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PN-Blocks, extender and stopper, by denaturation and refolding. Native PAGE
(7.5% polyacrylamide gel) analysis of reconstruction of the extender PN-Block
(ePN-block) and stopper PN-Block (sPN-Block): (A) for ePN-block (HL4); (B) for
ePN-block (FL4). In the left half, samples were just mixed. In the right half, samples
were denatured and refolded after mixing. The sPN-block (WA20) was added in
stepwise increase of the ratio of sPN-Block/ePN-Block, 1, 2, 4, and 8.

Proteins were

stained with Coomassie brilliant blue. (C) Schematics of the reconstruction process of
the ePN-Blocks (red and blue) and sPN-Blocks (gray).
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Oligomeric State Analysis of esPN-Block Complexes.
To analyze the oligomeric states of the esPN-Block complexes, I fractionated the
esPN-Blocks before/after reconstruction by size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
(Figures 3-5–3-8). The chromatograms and SDS-PAGE analysis before reconstruction
(Figures 3-5 and 3-7) show that the ePN-Block (HL4 or FL4) and sPN-Block (WA20)
were just mixed and did not form heteromeric complexes because the sPN-Block were
eluted in the last part fractions only at low molecular size corresponding a homodimer
of WA20. In contrast, the chromatograms and SDS-PAGE analysis after reconstruction
by denaturation and refolding (Figures 3-6 and 3-8) clearly show that the ePN-Block
(HL4 or FL4) and sPN-Block (WA20) formed the heteromeric esPN-Block complexes
because sPN-Block (WA20) were eluted in wide range of fractions together with
ePN-Block (HL4 or FL4).
I focused on some samples derived from several fractions of the esPN-Block
complexes for SAXS analysis (Table 3-2). Some typical samples were also analyzed by
SEC-MALS. Table 3-3 shows the summarized results of SEC-MALS analysis (Figures
3-9 and 3-10). The molecular masses of the esPN-Block complexes reveal existence of
supramolecular species of the esPN-Block complexes of one ePN-Block and two
sPN-Blocks (e1s2), two ePN-Blocks and two sPN-Blocks (e2s2), and three ePN-Blocks
and two sPN-Blocks (e3s2), and four ePN-Blocks and two sPN-Blocks (e4s2),
corresponding to native PAGE bands 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, in Figure 3-11.
In addition, Figures 3-13A and 3-13B show SAXS intensities of the esPN-Block
complex samples, sPN-Block (WA20), and chicken egg lysozyme as a molecular mass
reference standard (Mw = 14.3 kDa). Assuming that these proteins have practically
identical scattering length densities and specific volumes and that the structure factor
S(q) ≈ 1 for dilute samples, the forward-scattering intensity normalized by protein
concentration, I(q→0)/c, is proportional to the weight-average molecular mass (Mw).
The samples Mw are shown in Table 3-4. The results are roughly consistent with the
SEC-MALS analysis, in consideration of sample purity of complex components (Figure
3-11 and Table 3-4) and experimental errors.
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Figure 3-5. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of the mixture of ePN-Block
(HL4) and sPN-Block (WA20) without reconstruction. (A) The SEC chromatogram
of the mixture sample of ePN-Block (HL4) and sPN-Block (WA20) without
reconstruction. The right panel is the magnified view of the elution peaks of the
chromatogram with fraction numbers. (B) Native PAGE of the eluted fractions of the
SEC experiments. The mixture sample before SEC separation was loaded into the
far-left lane in native PAGE. (C) SDS-PAGE of the eluted fractions of the SEC
experiments. The protein molecular weight marker (broad) (Takara Bio) was loaded
into the far-left lane in SDS-PAGE. The proteins were stained with Coomassie brilliant
blue.
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Figure 3-6. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of the esPN-Block (HL4)
complexes after reconstruction by denature and refolding. (A) The SEC
chromatogram of the sample of the esPN-Block (HL4) complexes after reconstruction.
The right panel is the magnified view of the elution peaks of the chromatogram with
fraction numbers. (B) Native PAGE of the eluted fractions of the SEC experiments. The
sample before SEC separation was loaded into the far-left lane in native PAGE. B: the
sample, before SEC separation, of the mixture sample before reconstruction. R: the
sample, before SEC separation, of the esPN-Block (HL4) complex after reconstruction.
(C) SDS-PAGE of the eluted fractions of the SEC experiments. The protein molecular
weight marker (broad) (Takara Bio) was loaded into the far-left lane in SDS-PAGE. R:
the esPN-Block (HL4) complex sample before SEC separation. The proteins were
stained with Coomassie brilliant blue.
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Figure 3-7. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of the mixture of ePN-Block
(FL4) and sPN-Block (WA20) without reconstruction. (A) The SEC chromatogram
of the mixture sample of ePN-Block (FL4) and sPN-Block (WA20) without
reconstruction. The right panel is the magnified view of the elution peaks of the
chromatogram with fraction numbers. (B) Native PAGE of the eluted fractions of the
SEC experiments. The mixture sample before SEC separation was loaded into the
far-left lane in native PAGE. (C) SDS-PAGE of the eluted fractions of the SEC
experiments. The protein molecular weight marker (broad) (Takara Bio) was loaded
into the far-left lane in SDS-PAGE. The proteins were stained with Coomassie brilliant
blue.
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Figure 3-8. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of the esPN-Block (FL4)
complexes after reconstruction by denature and refolding. (A) The SEC
chromatogram of the sample of the esPN-Block (FL4) complexes after reconstruction.
The right panel is the magnified view of the elution peaks of the chromatogram with
fraction numbers. (B) Native PAGE of the eluted fractions of the SEC experiments. The
sample before SEC separation was loaded into the far-left lane in native PAGE. B: the
sample, before SEC separation, of the mixture sample before reconstruction. R: the
sample, before SEC separation, of the esPN-Block (FL4) complex after reconstruction.
(C) SDS-PAGE of the eluted fractions of the SEC experiments. The protein molecular
weight marker (broad) (Takara Bio) was loaded into the far-left lane in SDS-PAGE. R:
the esPN-Block (FL4) complex sample before SEC separation. The proteins were
stained with Coomassie brilliant blue.
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Table 3-3 Summary of SEC-MALS analysis

Figure 3-9. Results of SEC-MALS experiments of the esPN-Block complex (HL4)
samples with the UV (green) and 90˚ light scattering (red) chromatograms
[arbitrary unit]. Each molecular mass is shown as a black line across the elution peak.
(A) Sample IV; the main peak (peak 1) corresponds to the band 1 of the native PAGE in
Figure 3-11A. (B) Sample II; the main peaks (peak 1 and peak 2) correspond to the
band 2 and band 3 of the native PAGE in Figure 3-11A, respectively; the minor
shoulder peak (peak 3) corresponds to the band 4 of the native PAGE in Figure 3-11A.
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Figure 3-10. Results of SEC-MALS experiments of the esPN-Block complex (FL4)
samples with the UV (green) and 90 degree light scattering (red) chromatograms
[arbitrary unit]. Each molecular mass is shown as a black line across the elution peak.
(A) Sample IV; the main peak (peak 1) corresponds to the band 1 of the native PAGE in
Figure 3-11C. (B) Sample III; the main peaks (peak 1) corresponds to the band 2 of the
native PAGE in Figure 3-11C. (C) Sample II; the main peaks (peak 1) corresponds to
the band 3 of the native PAGE in Figure 3-11C; the minor shoulder peak (peak 2)
corresponds to the band 4 of the native PAGE in Figure 3-11C.
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Figure 3-11. Native PAGE analysis of the esPN-Block complex samples (Table 3-2)
separated

by

size

exclusion

chromatography.

(A)

Native

PAGE

(7.5%

polyacrylamide gel) of the esPN-Block complexes (HL4). B: the mixture sample of
ePN-Block and sPN-Block before reconstruction and SEC separation. R: the sample,
before SEC separation, of the esPN-Block complexes after reconstruction. S:
sPN-Block (WA20). (B) Schematics of the esPN-Block complexes (HL4). (C) Native
PAGE (7.5% polyacrylamide gel) of the esPN-Block complexes (FL4). (D) Schematics
of esPN-Block (FL4). Theoretical molecular masses of the esPN-Block complexes are
described in parentheses. The proteins were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue.
SDS-PAGE of these samples is also shown in Figure 312.
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Figure 3-12. SDS-PAGE of the esPN-Block complex samples (Table 3-2) separated
by size exclusion chromatography. (A) SDS-PAGE (17.5% gel) of the esPN-Block
complexes (HL4). (B) SDS-PAGE (17.5% gel) of the esPN-Block complexes (FL4). B:
the mixture sample of ePN-Block and sPN-Block before reconstruction and SEC
separation. R: the sample, before SEC separation, of the esPN-Block complexes after
reconstruction. S: sPN-Block (WA20). The proteins were stained with Coomassie
brilliant blue. Native PAGE of these samples is shown in Figures 3-11A and 3-11C.
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Figure 3-13. SAXS analysis of the esPN-Block complex samples. Concentratio
n-normalized absolute scattering intensities, I(q)/c, of (A) the esPN-Block comple
x (HL4) samples and (B) the esPN-Block complex (FL4) samples. WA20 is a c
ontrol sample and chicken egg lysozyme is a molecular mass reference standard.
Their real-space function, pair-distance distribution functions normalized by the
concentration, p(r)/c, of (C) the HL4 samples and (D) the FL4 samples, as obtai
ned by IFT.
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Table 3-4 Summary of SAXS analysis.

a

Main components are indicated by boldface.
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Shape Analysis of esPN-Block Complexes.
To extract intuitive real-space information from the SAXS data, the pair-distance
distribution functions, p(r), reflected by shapes of the esPN-Block complex samples
were obtained using the indirect Fourier transformation technique (Brunner-Popela and
Glatter, 1997; Glatter, 1980b; Glatter and Kratky, 1982) (Figures 3-13C and 3-13D).
The integral of p(r)/c from r = 0 to r = Dmax is equal to the extrapolated forward
absolute scattering intensity normalized by concentration, I(q→0)/c, and therefore, it is
proportional to Mw. The p(r) series of the esPN-Block complex (HL4) samples (Figure
3-13C) is characterized by an extended tail in the high-r regime, suggesting that the
esPN-Block (HL4) complexes form extended shapes. In contrast, the p(r) series of the
esPN-Block (FL4) complexes show shorter Dmax than those of the corresponding
samples (HL4), suggesting that the esPN-Block (FL4) complexes form relatively more
compact shapes than the corresponding esPN-Block complexes (HL4).
Further analyses for the esPN-Block complexes was performed to obtain more
detailed structural insights from the SAXS data. As shown in native PAGE (Figure
3-11A), the esPN-Block complex (HL4) sample V was mostly composed of the
esPN-Block complex e1s2 (HL4). Therefore, a rigid-body model structure of the
esPN-Block complex e1s2 (HL4) was constructed based on the crystal structure of the
WA20 dimer (PDB code 3VJF) (Arai et al., 2012) to explain the experimental p(r) with
a consideration of the helical linker rigidity in linking their C and N terminals. The
model of the e1s2 (HL4) complex shows an extended “Z” shape (Figure 3-14A). The
p(r) simulated from the rigid-body model resembles that obtained from the SAXS
experiment (Figure 3-14B). To interpret the p(r) of the esPN-Block complex (HL4)
sample III comprising mainly the e2s2 and e3s2 complexes (HL4), the rigid body model
structures of the e2s2 and e3s2 complexes (HL4) were constructed by appropriately
connecting the rigid-body models of the e1s2 complex (HL4) (Figure 3-14A) as a basic
structural unit (Figure 3-15). The models (Figure 3-14C and 3-14D) resemble repeated
chain-like structures of extended Z shapes. Assuming a ratio of the structures (e2s2:e3s2
= 5:3), the experimental p(r) is roughly explained (Figure 3-14E). The differences
between the experimental and calculated p(r) are possibly due to dynamically
multi-conformational structures and/or impurity with minor components of the
complexes.
In the other case, a rigid-body model structure of the esPN-Block complex e1s2
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(FL4) was constructed based on the WA20 structure (Figure 3-16A). The “V” form
rigid-body model for the e1s2 (FL4) complex is shown in Figure 3-16A. The p(r)
calculated from only the V form model poorly resembles that from the SAXS
experiment (Figure 3-17A). An additional rigid-body model of a compact form (C
form) was also constructed with a consideration of the linker flexibility and domain
interaction. The p(r) of the esPN-Block complex (FL4) sample V composing mainly the
e1s1 (FL4) complex can be simulated apparently well with an equal ratio of the V and C
forms (Figure 3-16B), probably suggesting that dynamic structures of the e1s1 (FL4)
complex represent structural ensemble including the V form, C form, and many
transient forms between them. To simulate the p(r) of the esPN-Block complex (FL4)
sample III including e2s2 and e3s2 complexes mainly, an ensemble of multicomponents
and multi-conformation structures should be considered. For example, three rigid-body
models for the e2s2 complex (FL4), a compact form (C form) and two forms as a letter
"N" (N1 form and N2 form), were constructed (Figure 3-16C). A rigid-body model of
the e3s2 complex (FL4), a form like a letter "W" (W form) was also constructed (Figure
3-16D). Assum-ing a ratio of the forms (C:N1:N2:W = 1:1:3:2), the p(r) is apparently
explained as a composite p(r) function from p(r) of these models (Figure 3-17B). These
results imply that the e2s2 and e3s2 complexes (FL4) in the sample III have
multicomponents and dynamic structural ensemble including those forms (Figure
3-16D) and various intermediate forms.
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Figure 3-14. Rigid-body models of the esPN-Block complexes with the helical
linker (HL4), derived from SAXS analysis. (A) The rigid-body model structure of one
extender and two stopper (e1s2) of the esPN-Block complex (HL4). The model is
shown in the same colors in Figure 3-2: the first WA20 domain (red), the helical linker
(yellow), and the second WA20 domain (blue) of ePN-Block; sPN-Block (gray). (B)
The pair-distance distribution function, p(r), of the esPN-Block complex (HL4) sample
V as obtained by the SAXS experiment (black dash line) and p(r) simulated from the
rigid-body model structure (red line). The rigid-body model structures of e2s2 (C) and
e3s2 (D) of the esPN-Block complexes (HL4). The models are shown in the same colors
as above. (E) The pair-distance distribution function, p(r), of the esPN-Block complex
(HL4) sample III as obtained by the SAXS experiment (black dash line) and the
composite p(r) simulated from the rigid-body model structures (e2s2:e3s2 = 5:3) (blue
line).
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Figure 3-15. (A) The pair-distance distribution function, p(r), of the esPN-Block
complex (HL4) sample III as obtained by the SAXS experiment (black dash line) and
each p(r) simulated from the rigid-body model structures of e2s2 (HL4) (green line) and
e3s2 (HL4) (blue line). (B) The rigid-body model structures of e2s2 and e3s2 of the
esPN-Block complexes (HL4). The model is shown in the same colors in Figure 3-14:
the first WA20 domain (red), the helical linker (yellow), and the second WA20 domain
(blue) of ePN-Block; sPN-Block (gray).
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Figure 3-16. Rigid-body models of the esPN-Block complexes with the flexible
linker (FL4), derived from SAXS analysis. (A) The rigid-body model structures of
one extender and two stopper (e1s2) of the esPN-Block complex (FL4). The models are
shown in the same colors in Figure 3-2: the first WA20 domain (red), the flexible linker
(black), and the second WA20 domain (blue) of ePN-Block; sPN-Block (gray). (B) The
pair-distance distribution function, p(r), of the esPN-Block complex (FL4) sample V as
obtained by the SAXS experiment (black dash line) and the composite p(r) simulated
from the rigid-body model structures of e1s2 (C1 form:V form = 1:1) (red line). The
rigid-body model structures of e2s2 (C) and e3s2 (D) of the esPN-Block complexes
(FL4). The models are shown in the same colors as above. (E) The pair-distance
distribution function, p(r), of the esPN-Block complex (FL4) sample III as obtained by
the SAXS experiment (black dash line) and the composite p(r) simulated from the
rigid-body model structures of e2s2 and e3s2 (forms C2:N1:N2:W = 1:1:3:2) (blue line).
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Figure 3-17. (A) The pair-distance distribution function, p(r), of the esPN-Block
complex (FL4) sample III as obtained by the SAXS experiment (black dash line) and
each p(r) simulated from the rigid-body model structures of the esPN-Block complexes
(FL4), e1s2 C1 form (blue line), e1s2 V form (purple line), and the composite function
(C1 form:V form = 1:1) (green line). (B) The rigid-body model structures of C1 form
and V form of the esPN-Block complexes (FL4). The model is shown in the same
colors in Figure 3-16: the first WA20 domain (red), the flexible linker (black), and the
second WA20 domain (blue) of ePN-Block; sPN-Block (gray). (C) The pair-distance
distribution function, p(r), of the esPN-Block complex (FL4) sample III as obtained by
the SAXS experiment (black dash line) and each p(r) simulated from the rigid-body
model structures of the esPN-Block complexes (FL4), e2s2 C2 form (green line), e2s2
N1 form (purple line), e2s2 N2 form (blue line), and e3s2 W form (red line). The models
are shown in the same colors as above.
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Self-Assembling Supra-Quaternary Nanostructures of esPN-Block Complexes
Observed by AFM in Liquid.
To expand possibilities of the PN-Block strategy for construction of
supra-quaternary

structures,

the

esPN-Block

complexes

self-assembled

into

supramolecular nanostructures with nickel ion (Ni2+) on mica surface, and they were
observed by frequency modulation atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM) in liquid
(Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19). Figure 3-18A shows an AFM image of self-assembling
supramolecular nanostructures of the esPN-Block complex (HL4) fraction 20 (Figure
3-6) comprising mainly the e2s2 and e3s2 complexes (HL4). As shown in Figure 3-14A,
a number of bundles of rod-like structures with a length of ~10 nm and a width of ~3
nm are found in the AFM image, representing the WA20 structure as a structural
domain unit significantly consistent with the crystal structure (PDB code 3VJF) of the
WA20 dimer (Arai et al., 2012). Several domains of WA20 units align laterally and they
line up in the longitudinal axis direction (Figures 3-18A and 3-18B). In contrast, Figure
3-18C shows an AFM image of self-assembling nanostructures of the esPN-Block
complexes (FL4) fraction 19 (Figure 3-8) comprising the e2s2, e3s2, and e4s2 (FL4)
complexes. A number of bundles of rod-like structures with a length of ~10 nm and a
width of ~3 nm, representing the WA20 structural domain, are also observed. However,
more than several numbers of the rod-like structural domains line up and extend in the
lateral axis direction (Figures 3-18C and 3-18D). These contrasting observations
probably reflect the different structural properties of the esPN-Block complexes due to
differences in rigidity and flexibility of the linkers, the helical linker (HL4) and the
flexible linker (FL4).
In contrast, Figure 3-19A shows an AFM image of self-assembling supramolecular
nanostructures of the esPN-Block complex (HL4) fractions 33 and 34 (Figure 3-6)
comprising mainly the e1s2 complex (HL4). Several domains of WA20 units may be
found but obscure. Figure 3-19C shows an AFM image of self-assembling
nanostructures of the esPN-Block complex (FL4) fractions 33 and 34 (Figure 3-8)
comprising the e1s2 (FL4) complexes. A number of bundles of rod-like structures with
a length of ~10 nm and a width of ~3 nm, representing the WA20 structural domain, are
observed.
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Figure 3-18. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of the self-assembling
supramolecular nanostructures of the esPN-Block complexes with nickel ion (Ni2+)
on mica surface in liquid. (A) AFM image of the esPN-Block complex (HL4) fraction
20 (Figure 3-6) comprising mainly the e2s2 and e3s2 (HL4) complexes. (B) Schematics
of self-assembling supramolecular nanostructures of the esPN-Block complexes (HL4)
with Ni2+ on mica surface, based on the rigid-body models (e2s2 and e3s2) shown in
Figure 3-14. (C) AFM image of the esPN-Block complex (FL4) fraction 19 (Figure 3-8)
comprising the e2s2, e3s2, and e4s2 (FL4) complexes. (D) Schematics of
self-assembling supramolecular nanostructures of the esPN-Block complexes (FL4)
with Ni2+ on mica surface, based on the rigid-body models (e2s2 and e3s2) shown in
Figure 3-16.
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Figure 3-19. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of the self-assembling
supramolecular nanostructures of the esPN-Block complexes with nickel ion (Ni2+)
on mica surface in liquid. (A) AFM image of the esPN-Block complex (HL4) sample
V comprising mainly the e1s2 (HL4) complex. (B) Schematics of self-assembling
supramolecular nanostructures of the esPN-Block complex (HL4) with Ni2+ on mica
surface, based on the rigid-body model (e1s2) shown in Figure 3-14A. (C) AFM image
of the esPN-Block complex (FL4) fractions 33 and 34 (Figure 3-6) comprising mainly
the e1s2 (FL4) complex. (D) Schematics of self-assembling supramolecular
nanostructures of the esPN-Block complex (FL4) with Ni2+ on mica surface, based on
the rigid-body models (e1s2) shown in Figure 3-16A.
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Hierarchical Structure Design of De Novo Proteins by the Binary Code Strategy
and PN-Block approach.
Using the second series of PN-Blocks, I have demonstrated that not only
self-assembling homooligomeric quaternary structures were constructed but also
quaternary structures of heterooligomeric supramolecular complexes were efficiently
reconstructed from different types of PN-Blocks, ePN-Blocks and sPN-Blocks, by
denaturation and refolding. The findings significantly increase the possibilities of the
PN-block approach as artificial building-block molecules. Moreover, I demonstrate that
the complexes can further self-assemble into supramolecular nanostructures on mica
surface as a “supra-quaternary structures,” expanding further possibilities of the
PN-block approach in the field of nanotechnology. These results suggest that the
PN-Blocks are versatile building blocks to create novel self-assembling supramolecular
nanostructures of protein complexes on the hierarchical levels of tertiary, quaternary,
and supra-quaternary structures. It is noteworthy that the second series of the PN-Blocks
are fully de novo proteins, which have no sequences derived from any natural proteins.
The de novo ePN-Block proteins are designed by tandemly linking two WA20 domains
of the intermolecularly folded dimeric de novo protein (Arai et al., 2012), created by the
binary code strategy (Hecht et al., 2004; Kamtekar et al., 1993), with the artificial linker
sequences (Arai et al., 2001). On the hierarchical levels of primary, secondary, and
tertiary structures for de novo proteins, the binary code strategy has been successfully
developed to design and create de novo artificial superfamily proteins including
variously functional de novo proteins in vitro (Cherny et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2009;
Patel and Hecht, 2012) (e.g. cofactor and drug binding, and enzyme-like functions) and
in vivo (e.g. life-sustaining functions (Digianantonio and Hecht, 2016; Fisher et al.,
2011; Hoegler and Hecht, 2016; Smith et al., 2015)). Therefore, the hybrid approach of
the binary code and PN-Block strategies can be a smart way of semirational design to
create nanostructural and functional de novo protein complexes through all hierarchical
levels from primary to quaternary structures, and additionally supra-quaternary
structures.
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Chapter 4 Conclusions and Future Directions
In chapter 1, I described that the de novo protein WA20 forms a stable
domain-swapped four-helix dimer. These results demonstrate that our de novo library of
proteins contains not only simple monomeric proteins but also self-assembling, stable,
and functional multimeric proteins. This structure also suggests potential binding sites
for heme cofactor binding and coordination, as well as sites for hydrolase-substrate
binding. These data suggest that the binary patterning strategy can be used to design
libraries of more complicated multimeric structures, which may pave the way for the
discovery of new functions with applications in synthetic biology and biotechnology.
In chapter 2, I described the design and development of the self-assembling
WA20-foldon fusion protein as a novel protein nanobuilding block (PN-Block) using
the intermolecularly folded dimeric de novo protein WA20. The study revealed that the
WA20-foldon, as one PN-Block, simultaneously formed several distinctive types of
self-assembling homooligomers in multiples of 6-mer because of the combination of the
WA20 dimer and foldon trimer. The SAXS analyses suggest that the S and M forms of
the WA20-foldon exist in nanostructures of a barrel-like-shaped hexamer and
tetrahedron-like-shaped dodecamer, respectively. These results demonstrate that the
PN-Block strategy using the intertwined dimeric de novo protein is a powerful strategy
to create self-assembling supramolecular nanoarchitectures.
In chapter 3, I described the design and construction of de novo extender protein
nanobuilding blocks (ePN-Blocks) by fusing tandemly two de novo WA20 proteins
with various linkers, as the new series of PN-Blocks. The purified ePN-Blocks migrated
as ladder bands in native PAGE, suggesting that the ePN-Blocks form several
homooligomeric states, probably chain-like structures. Then, I reconstructed
heterooligomeric esPN-Block complexes from ePN-Blocks and sPN-Blocks by
denaturation and refolding. SEC-MALS and SAXS analyses show that esPN-Block
complexes formed different types of extended chain-like structures depending on their
linker types. These results demonstrate that heterooligomeric complexes can be
reconstructed from different PN-Blocks by denaturation and refolding, enhancing the
potential of the PN-block strategy as artificial building-block molecules. Moreover,
observation by AFM in liquid revealed that the esPN-Block complexes further
self-assembled into supramolecular nanostructures on mica surface. These results
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suggest that the PN-Block strategy is a powerful strategy to create novel
self-assembling supramolecular nanostructures of de novo protein complexes.
In chapter 2 and chapter 3, I designed and created PN-Blocks for different types of
nanostructures using de novo protein WA20 based on the concept of the “PN-Block
strategy”: various self-assembling nanostructures are created from a few types of simple
and fundamental PN-Blocks. PN-Blocks using the intermolecularly folded dimeric de
novo protein (e.g., WA20) as a PN-Block’s component have some advantages: (1) the
simple, stable, and intertwined rod-like structure of the de novo protein makes it easy to
use PN-Blocks to design and construct simple and stable frameworks of
nano-architectures (Kobayashi et al., 2015), and (2) the PN-Blocks using the de novo
protein, based on the simple binary patterning, have great potential for redesigning
functional protein nanostructures using binary-patterned de novo protein libraries
functionable in vitro (Cherny et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2009; Patel and Hecht, 2012) and
in vivo (Digianantonio and Hecht, 2016; Fisher et al., 2011; Hoegler and Hecht, 2016;
Smith et al., 2015). Further designing and creating new types of PN-Blocks and
reconstructing various PN-Blocks are essential steps to expanding the PN-Block
strategy.
In this thesis, I demonstrated the design and construction of self-assembling
nanostructures created from protein nanobuilding blocks using the intermolecular
folding structure of the dimeric de novo protein WA20. Here we propose the “PN-Block
strategy,” a systematic design and construction strategy to create novel self-assembling
supramolecular nanostructures on the hierarchical levels of tertiary, quaternary, and
supra-quaternary structures for artificial protein complexes. As shown in Figure 4-1, (1)
the PN-Block strategy begins with choice of PN-Block components. We can use several
types of PN-Block components: the intermolecularly folded dimeric de novo proteins,
oligomeric proteins and domains, and various linkers. (2) Combination and fusion of
PN-Block components create various PN-Blocks such as vertex–frame PN-Blocks
(vPN-Blocks), extender PN-Blocks (ePN-Block), and stopper PN-Blocks (sPN-Blocks).
(3) Combination and self-assembly of PN-Blocks make various PN-Block complexes,
not only homooligomers but also heterooligomeric complexes. (4) Coordination and
further self-assembly of PN-Block complexes produce PN-Block supra-quaternary
structures as higher-order supramolecular nanoarchitectures, which reflect structural
properties of PN-Blocks and PN-Block complexes. This general and systematic strategy
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for hierarchical design has highly compatible modularity based on the combination of
PN-Blocks and the redesignability of the artificial protein components, expanding the
possibilities of PN-Blocks as artificial building-block molecules in the field of
nanotechnology and synthetic biology.
 The PN-Block strategy can be further enhanced by adding cofactors and/or synthetic
ligands such as metal-directed protein self-assemblies (Bailey et al., 2016; Brodin et al.,
2012; Sontz et al., 2015), and using computational methods for protein design such as
the Rosetta software suite for macromolecular modeling (Baker, 2014; Huang et al.,
2016; Leaver-Fay et al., 2013). In addition, the PN-Block strategy coupled with
evolutionary molecular engineering will open the door to developing self-assembling
multivalent functional nanobiomolecules. Furthermore, the design of supra-quaternary
structures of artificial protein complexes and protein crystals is a growing area of
nanobiomaterial science and nanobiotechnology. Inter-complex interactions and
three-dimensional ordering of protein complexes can be induced by precipitants and/or
cofactors, leading to supra-quaternary structures of protein crystals (Lai et al., 2014) and
proteinmetal–organic crystalline frameworks (Sontz et al., 2015) as fascinating new
porous nanomaterials that allow precise arrangements of exogenous compounds using
metal coordination and chemical conjugation in solvent channels of crystals (Abe et al.,
2016; Abe and Ueno, 2015).
 As a potential application, protein nanostructures produced by the PN-Block strategy
are expected to be useful for drug delivery systems because the surface of
nanostructures can be redesigned to have high affinity for a specific drug target by
screening from combinatorial libraries of a de novo protein component. In addition, the
highly ordered symmetric structure of the protein nanostructures constructed from the
PN-Block can be applied to the development of a non-viral vaccine symmetrically
presenting antigens. Moreover, utilizing internal space of nanostructures and lattice
structures as an enzyme-like catalytic site for chemical reactions can lead to the
development of molecular flask and supramolecular container technologies.
As one of designers and engineers of artificial protein complexes, I believe a bright
research future of the PN-Block strategy in the field of nanobiotechnology,
nanobiomaterials science and synthetic biology.
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Figure 4-1. Hierarchical Design of Supramolecular Nanostructures by the
PN-Block Strategy.
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